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ASSESSING THE QUALITY, SUITABILITY AND USABILITY OF USER GENERATED
CONTENT FOR ROUTING APPLICATIONS
By
Dennis Willem Gustave Zielstra
May 2014
Chair: Hartwig Hochmair
Major: Forest Resources and Conservation
In this study the quality, suitability and usability of User Generated Content
(UGC) for routing applications is evaluated by retrieving and analyzing Volunteered
Geographic Information (VGI) from different internet sources and applications such as
OpenStreetMap, Flickr and Panoramio. The main hypothesis, that Volunteered
Geographic Information can complement proprietary data sources and in consequence
improve the usability of selected routing applications, has been tested in a variety of
approaches and case studies during the research process.
In a first case study, the shortest pedestrian path results for a selected number of
routes utilizing different datasets in a variety of US and German cities are compared,
evaluated and tested for significance, highlighting one of the major advantages of VGI
and in particular OpenStreetMap (OSM).
The second case study evaluates the pedestrian accessibility to transit stations
for different cities based on a variety of proprietary, governmental and VGI datasets,
again, highlighting the impact of VGI on the accurate assessment of pedestrian
information.
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In a third case study the impact of data imports to VGI projects such as OSM was
investigated in more detail. The results showed that the imported data, which tends to
be inaccurate and obsolete, is mostly not being updated by the project members,
whereas other new features, such as hiking trails, are more commonly added by the
community.
The fourth case study focuses on VGI contributor behavior and evaluates
whether the analysis of data contributions can help to detect and delineate home
regions for a selected number of highly active voluntary contributors in OSM. The
utilized clustering method in this study successfully delineated home from external
contributor areas.
Lastly, the fifth case study evaluates the positional accuracy of geotagged Flickr
and Panoramio images for different world regions, revealing that Panoramio images
tend to be more accurate, possibly due to a more geospatially aware user community.
The findings collected in this study have shown that VGI can be a valuable
source of information for a plethora of projects and applications. However, the
heterogeneous data quality will always require a case to case evaluation of the dataset
for the project of interest.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Internet underwent a tremendous change within the past few years. These
days, most internet users are familiar with websites such as Wikipedia, YouTube,
Facebook or Flickr which became part of most of our everyday life. These websites
have in common that the information provided is based on User Generated Content
(UGC), a phenomenon that is often mentioned in combination with the Web 2.0
movement of the Internet (Anderson 2007, Diaz et al. 2011, O'reilly 2012). The role of
the Internet user experienced a change from a passive consumer of information to an
actual contributor, which changed the paradigm of Internet use today.
In connection with the Web 2.0 development, the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and its integration into cell phones, photo cameras, and other mobile devices,
allows the Web community to interact with each other, provide positional and other
information to central sites and become a significant source of information. Due to the
importance of the location factor for this specific data source and to distinguish it from
other forms of UGC it has also been termed Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI)
(Elwood 2008, Goodchild 2007b, a) or Crowd Sourced Information (Chilton 2009,
Heipke 2010, Hudson-Smith et al. 2008, Ramm and Stark 2008). The actual data
collection procedure is sometimes referred to as Collaborative Mapping (Fischer 2008).
Other researchers accentuate the importance of this new source of information by
terming it Neogeography (Goodchild 2009, Hudson-Smith et al. 2008, Rana and
Joliveau 2009, Turner 2006, Walsh 2008).
The high demand for freely available spatial data within recent years has also
boosted the availability of more complex VGI such as street data or points of interest.
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Projects such as OpenStreetMap.org (OSM) gathered attention and a growing
community.
Some of the central sites of information offer Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) which, if no limitations or restrictions were established by the data
provider, allow programmers to retrieve complete databases containing the information
from these sites. This provides a wealth of data from individual users, which oftentimes
includes a spatial component. Research regarding the quality of this data gathered from
these specific sources is essential since most of the data is contributed by users that do
not necessarily have experience in surveying or any related field of study which makes
the data quality questionable for potential applications.
Objectives
The objective of this dissertation is to retrieve and analyze VGI from different
internet sources and applications such as OpenStreetMap, Flickr and Panoramio and
analyze their suitability, quality and usability for different application purposes. The main
hypothesis is that Volunteered Geographic Information can complement proprietary
data sources and in consequence improve the usability of selected routing applications.
A variety of approaches and case studies will be considered during the research
process. The main hypothesis is tested by pursuing the following five objectives:


Study and compare the impact of VGI on shortest path lengths for pedestrian
routing in street networks in comparison to proprietary data providers for selected
cities in the US and Germany.



Study pedestrian accessibility to transit stations using VGI and proprietary
network data for selected cities in the US and Germany.



Study the impact of data imports on VGI projects such as OpenStreetMap.
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Evaluate how home regions can be delineated from contributor patterns in VGI
projects.



Study the positional accuracy of VGI geotagged images from different image
sharing websites.
Dissertation Outline
Chapters 2 to 6 of this dissertation are self-contained journal articles. Chapters 2

and 3 are published in the Transportation Research Record: Journal of the
Transportation Research Board (Zielstra and Hochmair 2011a, 2012). Chapter 4 was
published in the Transactions in GIS Journal (Zielstra et al. 2013), whereas Chapter 6
was published in the Journal of Spatial Science (Zielstra and Hochmair 2013). Chapter
5 is currently under review.
For the first objective of the dissertation freely available and proprietary data
sources are tested regarding their suitability for shortest path generation for pedestrian
routing. If pedestrians typically aim to minimize their walking distance, especially within
non-recreational and multi-modal trips, pedestrian routing systems will only then be fully
utilized if they are able to find the correct shortest path and thus help to avoid
unnecessary detours. GPS-based car navigation systems have become standard
already several years ago, which has led to the availability of accurate street network
data for car-based routing applications. However, pedestrian routing applications should
consider pedestrian related network segments besides those utilized by motorized
traffic, including footpaths, or pedestrian bridges. Thus, a comparison analysis of
different street data providers such as TomTom, NAVTEQ (Nokia HERE) and OSM
regarding their pedestrian related information is conducted.
The second objective focuses on the availability of transit service for pedestrians
which is a key factor in a traveler's choice on transportation mode. Transit service is
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only a realistic option if the service is available at or near the locations at the time a
person plans to travel. Whereas there are a variety of measures for transit availability,
such as service frequency, for this objective the focus is on the spatial aspect of
pedestrian accessibility to transit stations, that is, on service coverage. Service areas
are commonly used to visualize accessibility for pedestrians to transit systems and to
analyze the potential ridership. Since the service area for a station is defined over the
maximum network walking distance from a transit station, a complete street network
that includes pedestrian segments, i.e., shortcuts, is of high importance for a realistic
assessment of service areas and of high interest for transportation planning
departments and decision makers. It is hypothesized that VGI can improve this
assessment.
The OpenStreetMap project is a prime example in the field of VGI. More than one
million volunteers around the globe are currently contributing information to the open
geodatabase worldwide. However, the data contributions show a geographically
heterogeneous pattern around the globe with regards to data completeness. Germany
and the UK count as two of the most active countries in OSM; thus, the German and UK
OSM digital street networks have undergone an extensive development in recent years.
In the case of the United States a data import of the entire US street network provided
by the US Census Bureau (TIGER/Line Data) took place. Several questions remain
about the quality of the US OSM street network, its development since the data import
and the motivation of the contributors in the US to work on a preconfigured dataset in
comparison to adding data to an empty map as it was the case for Germany and other
European countries. The third objective of the dissertation focuses on the evaluation of
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the impact of data imports on VGI projects such as OpenStreetMap. Some of the
questions which will be discussed are: How did the OSM US data develop after the
TIGER/Line data import in 2008? Where in the US are members of the OSM project
contributing to the project? What type of data are they contributing (e.g. pedestrian
related information, buildings, points of interest)?
The quality of VGI data contributions highly depends on the location of a
contributor. The local knowledge of a volunteer allows for the collection and editing of
more detailed features such as small trails, park benches or fire hydrants and additional
attribute information such as street names. However, OSM data editors, such as iD,
Potlatch or JOSM, also implement satellite imagery that is provided as background
images, which facilitates the contribution of less detailed data through on-screen
digitizing, oftentimes for areas the contributor is less familiar with. For the fourth
objective of the dissertation, the editing history for 13 highly active OSM members is
evaluated and run through a clustering process to delineate the individual mapper’s
home region from the remote mapping areas. The analysis allows for more detailed
investigations about contribution patterns and the data quality in the different areas.
Image sharing platforms such as Flickr and Panoramio are some of the most
popular and largest providers of VGI on the Internet and will be the focus of the last
objective of the dissertation. A large amount of images available at both platforms have
been geotagged, which means that latitude and longitude information are provided by
their owners during the uploading process. The photos can then be visualized on digital
background maps. However, since Flickr and Panoramio images, like most UGC data,
are provided by volunteer Web users with little formal training in surveying and mapping
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techniques, the positional accuracy of the provided information is questionable.
Assessing the quality of these shared photos helped in deciding whether this
comprehensive data source is accurate enough for consideration in future geo
applications, such as guided virtual tours for pedestrians that make use of shared
images along scenic routes.
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CHAPTER 2
USING FREE AND PROPRIETARY DATA TO COMPARE SHORTEST PATH
LENGTHS FOR EFFECTIVE PEDESTRIAN ROUTING IN STREET NETWORKS
Pedestrian Routing Criteria and Prerequisites
When walking from a trip origin to a destination, a pedestrian typically tries to
minimize a variety of costs (disutilities), including distance, travel time, obstacles, turns,
danger, slope, complex intersections, or uncertainties along the way. There exists a
large body of research that reflects and analyses the different criteria a pedestrian may
consider when choosing a route from among a variety of path alternatives
(Hoogendoorn and Bovy 2004, Daamen et al. 2005, Golledge 1995, Hochmair 2004,
Muraleetharan and Hagiwara 2007, Senevirante and Morrall 1986), how the importance
of these criteria changes with the trip purpose (Bovy and Stern 1990), and how criteria
are applied in combination with other transportation modes, i.e., within a multi-modal trip
(Loutzenheiser 1997, Chiu et al. 2005, Wu and Hartley 2004).
In multi-modal trips, travelers aim to minimize the distance and time of the
walking portion of their trip, where the observed average walking distances are affected
by demographic variables (income, education), characteristics of the pedestrian
environment, such as topography and safety of intersections, or population density,
among others (Loutzenheiser 1997, Zhao et al. 2003). A high percentage of pedestrian
trips within the US are below one or 1/2 mile long and some increase in walking
popularity has been reported(Ham et al. 2005). Walking is also the dominant mode to
access public transit for short access distances and therefore correct modeling and
consideration of the most sophisticated datasets for pedestrians are important. The
results of an Onboard Transit Survey by the Atlanta Regional Commission clearly
showed that most of the respondents were walking to the transit station (72.4%) with a
21

distance less than 1/8 mile (53%) (ETCInstitute 2005). Another study from the
Netherlands showed that for rail transport walking is the dominant mode of access up to
about 1.2 km (0.75mi) at the home end, and up to 2.2 km (1.4 mi) at the activity end
(Rietveld 2000).
The relatively new development of mobile devices with GPS and Wi-Fi
positioning capabilities allows now to run routing applications and other location-based
services on these small devices (Bharat and Minakakis 2003, Kim et al. 2009). To be
useful for pedestrian navigation these services need to be built on graph network
structures with the required spatial granularity and detail. This is because compared to
car drivers, pedestrians use different connections and they are not bound to lanes or to
any other car navigation restriction (Corona and Winter 2001). Shortest (or fastest) path
is one of the most prominent route selection criteria in pedestrian navigation (Golledge
1995). It is oftentimes the default search mode in routing applications, besides
alternative routes that are computed based on other optimization criteria (Hochmair
2007). It is therefore of relevance to determine which commonly available street network
data provide a useful basis for pedestrian routing. In this paper we analyze a variety of
freely available and proprietary network datasets regarding shortest path lengths for two
US cities (Miami and San Francisco) and two German cities (Berlin and Munich). The
availability of pedestrian segments and their effect on shortest route generation will be
analyzed for OSM, ATKIS (German government data), TIGER/Line, TomTom (formerly
known as TeleAtlas) and NAVTEQ (Nokia HERE) street datasets.
Since the increase of complementary geospatial data sets available, the
integration of multiple network datasets has been a major research focus among
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transportation engineers, geographers, and computer scientists. The datasets often
originate from different sources and vary in spatial accuracy, level of generalization, and
attributes, which requires different approaches on the combination (conflation) of
datasets (Song et al. 2009, Ching-Chien et al. 2006, Cobb et al. 1998) to facilitate their
combined use in transportation applications. However, this paper does not consider
conflation techniques and will focus on the analysis of the individual potential of widely
used data sources on shortest path generation for pedestrians.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The following section gives
an introduction to the commercial and free street datasets used in this study and
reviews previous findings on geodata comparison tests in the US and Germany. The
next section provides information about the applied analysis methods, followed by the
results on the comparison of differences in path lengths found between different
datasets. This is followed by a discussion of the results and aspects of future work.
Volunteered Geographic Information and Proprietary Street Datasets
Previous Work: The high demand for freely available spatial data within recent
years has boosted the availability of Volunteered Geographic Information (Goodchild
2007b) on the Internet. The development of Web 2.0, the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and its integration into cell phones, photo cameras, and other mobile devices,
allows the Web community to interact with each other, provide information to central
sites, and thus become a significant source of geographic information. The
OpenStreetMap project (available at openstreetmap.org), has the goal to create a
detailed map of the world based on VGI in vector data format. The information is
collected by many participants, collated on a central database and distributed in multiple
digital formats through the World Wide Web. It provides free downloads of spatial data
23

from a large selection of themes, including roads, transit lines, tourist sites, or land use
layers. Whereas most commercial providers of street data focus primarily on car
navigation, OSM data also include pedestrian and bicycle paths, which makes them a
potential rich data source used for off-street routing. Within recent years the collection of
VGI around the world created a fast growing selection of free street data. In connection
with this development the quality of geodata and especially VGI has become a major
research area. The quality of OSM data for England, Germany and parts of Florida, in
particular the aspects of completeness, positional accuracy, and attribute accuracy,
have been analyzed in recent years (Haklay 2010, Zielstra and Zipf 2010, Zielstra and
Hochmair 2011a, Neis and Zipf 2012).
For Germany, a comparison of coverage between TomTom and OSM data
conducted for several periods during 2009 revealed the largest discrepancies for car
navigation related data with total lengths being 43% smaller for OSM compared to
TomTom datasets. This indicates that TomTom at that time specialized in car related
data. For pedestrian navigation related data the total length differences reduced from
27% to almost 10% over time, providing further evidence for the assumption that OSM
specializes on smaller streets and alleys. The level of completeness of OSM data
reveals some spatial pattern, which is a clear decrease in the completeness of the OSM
dataset away from the metropolitan areas towards the surrounding rural areas.
However, within more densely populated areas, OSM data offer more overall data than
the commercial provider (Zielstra and Zipf 2010).
Additional proprietary datasets for Germany can be found at the German Federal
Office of Cartography and Geodesy and their corresponding regional surveyor’s offices.
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ATKIS (Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographisches Informationssystem) includes
several different formats and datasets for entire Germany; however charges will apply
which depend on the size of the area and amount of requested datasets. ATKIS data
has not been included in the before mentioned analyses, thus there is no additional
information available about comparison results. For our pedestrian specific analysis one
ATKIS dataset has been added for the city of Berlin in this paper.
The results of the comparison of coverage between NAVTEQ, TomTom and
OSM in the United States, in particular the state of Florida, showed a different pattern.
As opposed to the OSM coverage pattern observed for England and Germany, OSM
data coverage is generally higher in rural areas than for urban areas, when compared to
commercial datasets. The good coverage results for OSM in the rural areas are not a
result of user contribution but primarily based on the TIGER/Line import, since
TIGER/Line contains more data especially in agricultural areas (small ways) than the
commercial data providers. Despite the lower coverage of OSM in urban areas
compared to commercial datasets, comparison between OSM and TIGER data reveal
that for some urban areas OSM data are actively collected by the Web community
(Zielstra and Hochmair 2011a).
Since the computation of shortest paths for pedestrian routing is based on the
underlying street network, it is of interest to compare the suitability of various data sets
for shortest path computations. It needs to be noted that we did not check any of the
datasets for actual ground truth, since test areas are too large to do so. However, the
study provides a relative comparison of shortest path lengths for different datasets as a
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proxy for data completeness. Most of the tested datasets are currently used in routing
applications and available to users and decision makers.
Case Study
For this study we computed shortest path distances of sample routes for four
cities based on different street datasets. Different datasets were available for different
cities Table 2-1. From the commercial datasets, NAVTEQ Discover Cities data were
available for Miami, while we had access to TomTom data for both US and German
cities. In terms of free data OSM network data were available for all cities, while
TIGER/Line is a US data standard and therefore only available for the two US cities. Its
counterpart for Germany, the ATKIS dataset, was provided to us for Berlin.
While the test area of each German city was determined through official city
boundaries included in the TomTom dataset, for the US cities, county boundaries for
Miami-Dade County and San Francisco County were used instead. Test area sizes
varied from 121 km2 for San Francisco to 5040 km2 for Miami and from 892 km2 for
Berlin to 310 km2 for Munich. Three of the four tested cities (Miami, Munich and Berlin)
show a wide spread street pattern which is scattered through parks and rivers. San
Francisco shows a more compact street pattern because of the limited city area size.
Two major parks are located in the western part of the city. The public transportation
network in cities can also influence the construction of pedestrian friendly infrastructure
and pedestrian travel behavior in many ways. While the German cities and San
Francisco show a sophisticated public transportation network, Miami is lacking this kind
of system when moving away from the CBD area.
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Extraction of Pedestrian Related Data
To be able to compute shortest routes for pedestrians, all network datasets
needed to be filtered, which means that segments that were only accessible to cars,
such as interstate highways, were removed. Due to different attributes and road
classification schemes found in different datasets, the extraction methods had to be
adapted. For example, for NAVTEQ data a query over street attributes formulated as
[Pedestrian Access] = 'Y' was used to extract network segments that are either
restricted to pedestrians only, or that can be accessed both by cars and pedestrians.
For TIGER/Line, street segments that prohibit pedestrian access were eliminated by the
street name. OSM allows filtering the street network through specific tags that indicate
accessibility for pedestrians. OpenRouteService, a routing application that runs on OSM
data (available at openrouteservice.org), provides a wiki with a comprehensive list of
street tags that can be used for this purpose. TomTom and ATKIS provide a
documented list of street attributes that can be used to filter pedestrian accessible
network segments.
Shortest Route Generation
Before each dataset could be tested for shortest path lengths, random points
were generated for each urban area. These were then used as potential start and end
points of shortest path routes. The potential position of each random point was
restricted by a predefined buffer. This buffer was generated by creating five meter
buffers around each street network (generated from the different data sources) and
intersecting these buffers. This way it was guaranteed that with each dataset a given
start or endpoint would be snapped to the correct street segment.
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Next, a random set of 1000 origin-destination point pairs was extracted from the
random points in a way that it resulted in network distances that approximate a typical
distance decay function for walking trips (Iacono et al. 2008). This way the random route
set reflects typical pedestrian walking distances. A sample size of 1000 routes was
chosen since it was found that they cover many parts of the networks, both less dense
areas such as parks, as well as built areas. Figure 2-2 shows a map with a sample of
1000 pedestrian routes generated for Berlin. A larger number of routes would result in
overlapping tracks and violate independence of observations which was presumed for
further statistical analysis. Some origin-destination point combinations caused a
situation of non-connectivity, e.g. start point on island and end point on mainland, where
no shortest route could be generated. Anytime this error occurred, the paired points and
corresponding routes were removed, which reduced the total number of origindestination point pairs to 996 for Miami, 993 for San Francisco, 978 for Munich and 977
for Berlin. ESRI's ArcGIS 10 Geographic Information System was used for all analysis
procedures in this paper. Figure 2-2 gives an overview of the data processing steps
conducted prior to the analysis.
If noticeable differences in shortest path length can be found for a given point
pair and two different underlying datasets, this can be attributed to two types of error,
i.e., error of omission and error of commission (Figure 2-3). There are several ways to
identify these errors, such as use of aerial photographs or street view images. An error
of omission occurs if the dataset is missing a segment that is crucial for computing a
shortest route, while this segment exists in the real world. Figure 2-3A gives an example
for an error of omission found in the Berlin network. TomTom, shown in dark blue color,
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is missing a segment in the street network, in this case a pedestrian bridge leading
across a major highway. This causes a detour for the pedestrian of more than 1000
meters (0.6 miles) compared to the correct shortest path. As can be seen, OSM, shown
in green, contains the pedestrian bridge in the dataset and thus provides the (correct)
shortest route in this area. However, not each additional segment found in a network
dataset when compared to the remaining datasets can also be found in reality, and it
would therefore falsely reflect a network shortcut. Such a situation leads to an error of
commission, as shown in Figure 2-3B for Miami. TIGER/Line data in cyan indicate that
there are several pedestrian paths running in north-south direction. However, a current
satellite image in the background proves that these paths are nonexistent. TomTom,
shown in red, provides a more realistic dataset for this specific area. If data affected by
this error of commission were not removed before the distance analysis, results would
incorrectly show that TIGER/Line provides shorter shortest paths than other datasets in
this area.
While errors of commission were rarely found in any of the datasets ─ in our
case only Miami and Berlin showed any ─ they still needed to be identified during the
analysis to give realistic and representative results. The focus of this paper was on
additional shortcuts provided by any of the data sets where errors of commission would
be misleading and favor those datasets with errors of commission. Each time one of the
datasets showed an error of commission during the analysis and in comparison to
routes found for other datasets, the erroneous dataset was corrected, the network rebuilt, and the test repeated. Errors of omission, however, allow a realistic assessment of
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a shortest pedestrian route capability between different networks. They were not
corrected before further analysis.
It must be noted that some online route planners, such as Google Maps, provide
walking directions. However, these route planners use proprietary network datasets
which cannot be accessed and downloaded for analysis. This restriction makes it
impossible to compute buffers around street segments (which are necessary for start
and end point generation). Further it complicates the analysis of errors of omission and
commission. Pedestrian routes from online route planners were therefore not
considered in this analysis, although it may be considered for future work.
Results
This section starts with an overview of the total length differences between
different networks. Total lengths are based on approximately 1000 calculated shortest
routes for pedestrians found in the four urban area networks. Differences are then
analyzed for their statistical significance.
The bar-charts in Figure 2-4 show the total length of all calculated shortest routes
based on different datasets used in each city. For the US cities differences between
datasets were small. In Miami the largest difference between two data providers was
observed between OSM and NAVTEQ with 33 km or 3% with an average route length
of 1019 m for OSM and 1050 m for NAVTEQ. NAVTEQ showed the largest overall
length value in this city, indicating that for the specific routes that were tested NAVTEQ
provided the fewest shortcuts for pedestrians. For San Francisco OSM and TomTom
showed the largest difference between two data providers with 16 km or 1.8% and an
average route length of 864 m for OSM and 880 m for TomTom.
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In German cities, the various datasets reveal larger differences in total shortest
paths lengths than for US cities. While ATKIS, the purchasable federal dataset for
Germany, provides significantly shorter pedestrian routes than the commercial TomTom
dataset for Berlin, OSM provides significantly shorter paths than the other two datasets.
Differences between OSM and TomTom are as large as 112 km or 11 % in Berlin with
an average route length of 899 m for OSM and 1013 m for TomTom. A similar pattern
could be observed for Munich, where only OSM and TomTom were available.
Differences between OSM and TomTom are 76 km or 8% with an average route length
of 893 m for OSM and 971 m for TomTom.
Previous research results showed large differences between OSM and TomTom
in German cities with regard to the amount of pedestrian related data in the network,
e.g. footpath shortcuts or pedestrian bridges (Zielstra and Hochmair 2011a). This leads
to shorter pedestrian routes, as shown in Figure 2-4C and Figure 2-4D and explains the
observed difference in path lengths. For US cities previous analysis revealed only
relatively small differences in pedestrian related segments (Zielstra and Hochmair
2011a), which causes smaller differences in shortest path lengths. However, the results
in our analysis showed that OSM, although not as much as in Germany, still provides
the most complete free data source for pedestrian routes in both US cities as shown in
Figure 2-4A and Figure 2-4B.
Statistical Analysis: A series of nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pair signed
rank tests were conducted to determine where the differences in median distances of
shortest paths between different datasets were significant. A Student’s t-test could not
be used because route lengths were not normally distributed. Figure 2-5A shows a
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Normal quantile plot (Q-Q plot) for one of the sample datasets which clearly indicates
that the data is not normally distributed. Also, a logarithmic transformation on the route
lengths did not lead to a normal distribution, but to a bi-modal distribution (Figure 2-5B),
which makes the use of a t-test inappropriate.
Since more than two datasets were used and compared for each city, a
Bonferroni correction was applied to the test. The Bonferroni correction is a common
method to handle problems caused by multiple comparisons. Applying a test multiple
times will cause the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis (i.e., a Type I error) to
be no longer equal to α (a significance level associated with the individual test). To
retain an overall Type I error probability of α, a critical value can be found by dividing α
by the number of tests carried out (Bonferroni correction).
Figure 2-6 gives an overview of the statistical results. By applying the Bonferroni
correction α reduces to 0.05/3=0.017 in the case of Berlin since three combinations
were tested. The α value has been left unchanged for Munich (only one comparison),
and been adapted to 0.008 for Miami (six combinations) and 0.017 for San Francisco
(three combinations). The significance values in Figure 2-6 relate to individual tests. If a
shown significance level is below the Bonferroni-corrected α-value, as specified before
for each city, the difference in median path distance can be considered significant at a
5% level of significance. A Plus (+) sign indicates that the street network listed on the
row header leads to significantly longer shortest paths than the street network denoted
on the column header, while a Minus (─) sign indicates the opposite. For example, in
San Francisco, the OSM based network results in significantly shorter routes than the
TIGER/Line network, which is indicated by the Minus sign in the first row.
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The statistical results indicate that in the case of Miami, where little OSM data
has been collected after the TIGER/Line import, none of the median distances are
significantly different from one another. San Francisco, however, shows how active
contribution to OSM can help to improve connectivity. More specifically statistical test
results show that the median distances are significantly smaller for OSM than for
TIGER/Line, which can be attributed to voluntary data collection efforts for OSM after
the TIGER/Line import into the OSM database. However, length differences between
OSM and TomTom in San Francisco were not significant at a 5 percent level of
significance.
Figure 2-4C and Figure 2-4D indicate larger differences in total shortest path
lengths between commercial and freely available datasets for German cities than for the
US. For both German cities that were tested in our analysis the statistical results show
significantly shorter distances for OSM in comparison to the TomTom and ATKIS data
sets.
Discussion
The results of our analysis show that the length of shortest paths generated for
pedestrians is affected by the completeness of the underlying dataset.
Further it can be observed that some urban street networks do not provide a
significant number of shortcuts (e.g. pedestrian bridges) that facilitate shortest routes for
pedestrians compared to the road network. In these areas, even if all existing
pedestrian shortcuts were integrated in the network dataset, shortest path lengths would
not differ much from shortest path lengths generated from a road network without
pedestrian specific shortcuts. As opposed to this, especially for pedestrian oriented
cities with plazas, pedestrian paths and alleys, such as Berlin and Munich, the choice of
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the dataset greatly affects the length of shortest paths. OSM data provide a free and
relatively comprehensive alternative for cities where commercial pedestrian datasets
are not yet available, especially if there are active participants contributing data, such as
in Germany.
A combination of both, freely available and commercial datasets would possibly
provide the best coverage. However, it is important to note that a combined dataset
including OSM and other commercial datasets cannot be considered for implementation
due to current licensing issues. OSM can be used freely under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 license which includes copying, distributing,
adapting and transmitting the data. Commercial use of the data is not prohibited either,
however, the user must attribute the work in the manner specified by OSM and, most
importantly, the resulting work must be under the same or similar license to the one
used in OSM.
The number of sample cities used in this study with commercial pedestrian street
data is too small to make definite statements about shortest path differences between
OSM and commercial pedestrian datasets. However, for all cities analyzed in the US
and Germany, OSM data resulted in shorter shortest paths for pedestrians commercial
data sets. This observation indicates that the OSM community, also in the US, is active
and helps to develop a comprehensive network of pedestrian paths, as can be
particularly seen in the San Francisco area.
For the individual traveler who uses a GPS enabled cell phone or handheld,
inclusion of pedestrian related network segments will have the advantage of being
provided with more realistic routes that avoid unnecessary detours compared to
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systems that use street bound data only. While this study measured relative
completeness of different network datasets by shortest path distances, actual routing
applications will usually allow a search for alternative routes that are optimized for
criteria other than travel distance, including safe routes, scenic routes, or routes with
fewest slopes. In this case, additional edge attributes or turn cost need to be considered
in the routing algorithm (Hochmair 2008). Nevertheless, even if an alternative route,
such as scenic route, is requested by the user of a routing system, a more complete
network will provide a better search result than a sparse one, simply by avoiding
unnecessary detours. The integration of heterogeneous (free) datasets is still a
challenge (Scheider and Schulz 2007), and the assessment of VGI data quality,
especially OSM data, is an ongoing issue of high importance for successful geoapplications (Haklay 2010, Goodchild 2008).
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Figure 2-1. Random routes tested in Berlin
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Figure 2-2. Pedestrian and road network data processing workflow
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A.

B.

Figure 2-3. Example error of omission in Berlin (Germany) (A) and error of commission
in Miami (US) (B)
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Figure 2-4. Total lengths of approximately 1000 tested pedestrian routes for (A) –
Miami (US), (B) – San Francisco (US), (C) – Berlin (Germany) and (D) – Munich
(Germany) using different data sources.
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Figure 2-5. Characteristics of observed OpenStreetMap trip distances for Berlin
(Germany). (A) – Normal Q-Q Plot of OSM data Berlin, (B) – OSM Berlin data
after logarithmic transformation
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Figure 2-6. Results of Wilcoxon matched-pair signed rank tests after Bonferroni
correction for (A) – Miami (US), (B) – San Francisco (US), (C) – Berlin (Germany)
and (D) – Munich (Germany). Note: OSM = OpenStreetMap, NAV = NAVTEQ,
TA = TomTom, TIG = TIGER/Line, ATK = ATKIS
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Table 2-1. Datasets used for different cities.
Country
City
Commercial
NAVTEQ
TomTom


USA
Miami

San Francisco

Germany

Berlin
Munich
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Free / Government
OSM
TIGER/Line








ATKIS


CHAPTER 3
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PEDESTRIAN ACCESSIBILITY TO TRANSIT
STATIONS USING FREE AND PROPRIETARY NETWORK DATA
Pedestrian Access to Transit Services
The importance of accessibility to transit services and its role to transit ridership
has been frequently reported in the transportation literature (Cervero and Radisch 1996,
Cervero 2001, Beimborn et al. 2003). Therefore identifying the percentage of population
served by a transit system is a key performance measure for transit systems (Fielding et
al. 1978, Kittelson&Associates 1999). Pedestrian access to a transit service is strongly
associated with transit ridership (Hsiao et al. 1997), where accessibility and availability
can be measured both in spatial and temporal dimensions (Polzin et al. 2002). If transit
cannot be accessed, other aspects of transit quality, such as cost, travel time, crowding,
and safety become irrelevant for the mode choice. Accessibility to transit provides an
incentive to walk to transit stations, which increases the proportion of Americans who
obtain more than 30 minutes of daily physical activity, which is recommended by the
Surgeon General (Besser and Dannenberg 2005). Accessibility is often visualized
through network service areas which are areas that can be reached from a given
network facility within a specified impedance, such as distance or travel time. Service
areas can be used to define optimal stop spacing, identify redundancy and gaps in the
system, and understand and predict demand for transit (El-Geneidy et al. 2010). Since
Euclidean buffers overestimate the service area of a stop, buffers based on network
distances are preferable (O'Neill et al. 1992, Hsiao et al. 1997, Zhao et al. 2003, Kimpel
et al. 2007), although they do not account for off-street shortcuts (El-Geneidy et al.
2010). The latter limitation is caused by street network data sets with missing pedestrian
paths. This is the actual focus of the paper which has two related objectives. The first
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objective is to compare the portion of pedestrian segments between a variety of free
and commercial street data sets for selected cities in the US and Germany and thus
provide specific pedestrian related information about the datasets available for this
study. The second objective is to analyze to which extent the integration of the
pedestrian-only segments, e.g., shortcuts and alleys, affects the size of service areas
generated around bus and metro stations.
The high demand for freely available spatial data within recent years has boosted
the availability of Volunteered Geographic Information (Goodchild 2007b) on the
Internet. The development of Web 2.0, the Global Positioning System and its integration
into cell phones, photo cameras, and other mobile devices, allows the Web community
to interact with each other, provide information to central sites, and thus become a
significant source of geographic information. The OpenStreetMap project (available at
openstreetmap.org), has the goal to create a detailed map of the world based on VGI in
vector data format. The information is collected by many participants, collated on a
central database and distributed in multiple digital formats through the World Wide Web.
It provides free downloads of spatial data from a large selection of themes, including
roads, transit lines, tourist sites, or land use layers. Whereas most commercial providers
of street data focus primarily on car navigation, OSM data also include pedestrian and
bicycle paths, which makes them a potential rich data source used for off-street routing.
The availability of pedestrian segments and their effect on service areas generated
around transit stations will be analyzed for OSM, TIGER/Line, Tele Atlas and NAVTEQ
street datasets. The geographic area of analysis includes five US cities (Atlanta,
Chicago, Miami, New York, and San Francisco) and four German cities (Berlin,
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Cologne, Hamburg, and Munich). Service areas will be separately analyzed for bus
facilities and metro/light rail facilities.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The next section reviews
previous findings on the size of service areas in transit systems. This is followed by an
introduction to the commercial and free street data sets and the analysis method used
in this study. The next section provides results on the amount of pedestrian segments in
data sets and the size of service areas in different networks. This is followed by a
discussion of the results and aspects of future work.
Service Areas for Transit Systems
Whereas nearness of proximity of the trip origin to the next transit station is one
of the most important deciding factors for public transportation users to walk to transit
stations or not, other factors related to density (e.g., employment density, residential
density), land-use (e.g., land use diversity), and design (e.g. number of park and ride
spaces at a transit stations, transit service levels, sidewalk density), were found to be
significant effects as well (Cervero 2001). The most common standard measures of
walking distance to transit stations used in the public transit industry to generate service
areas are 400 meters (0.25 miles) buffers around bus stops (O'Neill et al. 1992, Zhao et
al. 2003) and 800 meters (0.5 miles) around rail stations (O'Sullivan and Morrall 1996,
Kuby et al. 2004) with most passengers (75-80%) walking the given distances or less. A
more recent study suggests a larger catchment area around transit stations (El-Geneidy
et al. 2010), with a 85th percentile of walking distances to bus service of around 550
meters from the origin and 615 meters to the destination. For metro service, distances
were found to be 750 and 695 meters, and for light rail 1200 and 1100 meters,
respectively. Travelers aim to minimize the distance and time of the walking portion of
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their trip (O'Sullivan and Morrall 1996, Hochmair 2008), where the maximum walking
distance is affected by demographic variables (income, education), characteristics of
the pedestrian environment, such as topography and safety of intersections, or
population density among others (Loutzenheiser 1997, Zhao et al. 2003).
The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM) addresses transit
availability at a planning level within three measures, which are service frequency,
hours of service, and service coverage (Kittelson&Associates 2003). These fixed-route
transit service measures can be determined at transit stops, along route segments and
corridors, or throughout a system. System service coverage, which is of interest for this
paper, can be measured, for example, as route miles per square mile, or percentage of
the system area served. Since land uses and population and job densities may vary
greatly from one system to another, the transportation literature suggests to use
transport supportive areas instead, which look at how much of the area that would
typically produce the majority of a system’s ridership, i.e., the densest areas, are served
(Pushkarev and Zupan 1977). Whereas catchment areas are often associated with
potential ridership, we restrict this exploratory analysis to the geometric aspect of the
catchment area, i.e., how the size of the catchment area is affected through integration
of pedestrian segments in the street model. This is considered as a first indicator of
relevance for consideration of pedestrian segments for ridership analysis and multimodal routing applications.
Analysis Methodology
Free and Proprietary Street Data Sets
The computation of a service area is based on the underlying street network,
which can be created from a fast growing selection of free street data, or commercial
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data sets. The quality of geodata and especially VGI has become a major research area
over the past years. For example, Haklay (2010) and Zielstra and Zipf (2010) analyzed
the quality of OpenStreetMap data for England and Germany, in particular the aspects
of completeness, positional accuracy, and attribute accuracy. For Germany, a
comparison of coverage between Tele Atlas with OSM data conducted for several
periods during 2009 revealed the largest discrepancies and slowest development for car
navigation related data with total length differences of up to 43%. This indicates that
Tele Atlas at that time specialized in car related data. The comparison of pedestrian
navigation related data where the total length differences over time could be reduced
from 27% to almost 10% provided further evidence for the assumption that OSM
specializes on smaller streets and alleys. The completeness of OSM data reveals some
spatial pattern, which is a clear decrease in the completeness of the OpenStreetMap
dataset away from the metropolitan areas towards the surrounding rural areas.
However, within more densely populated areas, OSM data offer more overall data than
the commercial provider (Zielstra and Zipf 2010).
The major motivation for voluntary contribution to VGI data collection efforts in
European countries lies in the fact that geospatial data layers are generally not provided
for free by the federal agencies. This motivation may not be as high in the US where
numerous base layers are publicly available, including TIGER/Line data from the US
Census Bureau. For the area of the United States the OpenStreetMap project imported
the Census TIGER/Line datasets. Therefore, comparing coverage of OpenStreetMap
with TIGER/Line data, as will be done in this paper, provides some insight about the
activity of the OpenStreetMap community in the US.
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As far as commercial data sets goes, we were able to obtain NAVTEQ Discover
Cities data for the states of Florida and Georgia. This data collection integrates into the
street network also pedestrian specific routing segments that include shortcuts through
parks, plazas, or publicly accessible buildings for selected cities, including Miami and
Atlanta. For Tele Atlas we were able to obtain the Multinet Dataset for all cities that
were analyzed in the US and Germany. The point data for bus and metro/rapid trail
stops were obtained from local transit authorities for US cities, and extracted from OSM
data for German cities. The exact area used for US cities was delimited by the counties
a city consists of, such as Miami-Dade County for Miami. These counties were further
clipped to the urban area layer, as defined by the US Census Bureau, to focus on the
more densely populated regions in metropolitan areas. Boundaries of German cities
were adopted from the Tele Atlas boundary layer. Table 3-1 gives an overview of street
datasets available for the different cities, areas of cities, and the number of transit
stations used.”
To be able to assess the effect of pedestrian-only segments on the size of
service areas, all network segments that were only accessible to pedestrians (and not
cars) were extracted first. Due to different attributes and road classification schemes
between different data sets, the extraction methods had to be adapted for the four
datasets. For example, for NAVTEQ data a query over street attributes formulated as
"[Auto Access] = 'N' AND [Pedestrian Access] = 'Y'" was used to extract pedestrian-only
data. For TIGER/Line, pedestrian data can be extracted through filtering the
corresponding MAF/TIGER Feature class code (MTFCC), in this case code S1710,
which stands for walkway/pedestrian trail. This extracted collection was then either
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merged with the car navigation data or not, which gave two different street networks of
different complexity. Figure 3-1 gives an overview of the data processing steps
conducted prior to the analysis.
For the data analysis, the relative increase in service area, based on integration
of pedestrian-only data compared to the street data set, are computed for each city.
Whereas it is tempting to ask which of the analyzed datasets is the best one to generate
service areas for pedestrians, it must be noted that one dataset may be more complete
on the street data, and another one with pedestrian data, so that a combination of
different datasets gives possibly the most comprehensive solution for this task. The goal
of this paper is to demonstrate the effect of pedestrian-only data within a given data
source and assess whether their integration leads to a noticeable increase in service
area, thus accessibility.
Selected Method for Measuring Service Areas
The size of service areas can be measured in two ways. The first method is to
measure the area of polygons created in the neighborhood around the facility. Whereas
the polygon method is effective in visualizing the general extent of services areas, the
exact area results for this analysis method depend on a variety of analysis settings that
specify how exactly polygons are generated. If the polygons are not trimmed after their
generation, then the polygon method connects all neighboring points on the street
network that are the exact threshold distance away from the nearest facility. These
polygon boundaries are curved inside towards the facility if they would intersect with
streets that lie beyond the threshold distance. The generation of these polygons follows
mathematically sound rules, but may lead to shapes and indentations that appear to be
somewhat counterintuitive. An example for such indentation is given in Figure 3-2A, with
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bus stations visualized as dots, and a used distance threshold of 400m. The effect of
such indentations can be reduced by defining a trim distance to be applied after the
polygons have been created. Setting a trim distance trims the polygons containing the
edges at the periphery of the service area further to be within the specified distance of
these outer edges, thus provides polygons that are closer tied to the actual street
shape. If using this setting, the proportional contribution of peripheral edges depends on
the selected trim distance. Figure 3-2B and C show the same situation as before, now
using a trim distance of 10m (B) and 30m (C), respectively. Considering this biasing
effect for polygon measures we decided to use another measure instead, which is the
total length of street segments that are reached within the impedance thresholds. In
other words, these are the segments that overlap with polygons. This measure is
independent of the trim distance chosen and therefore better suited for quantitative
comparison of service areas. As can be seen, the portion of streets overlapping with
service area polygons does not change throughout Figure 3-2A to C, which is a
desirable characteristic. This suggested measure has also the advantage that there is
no need to remove inaccessible areas, such as water bodies, which should be done
when using the polygon measure method. ESRI's ArcGIS 9.3.1 Geographic Information
System was used for all spatial analysis procedures in this paper.
Results
This section gives an overview of the total length of streets and pedestrian-only
segments found in the 9 urban street networks, and its effects on service areas.
Analysis of Pedestrian Segments in Data Sets
To give some reference lengths for comparison, the first row in Figure 3- 3 shows
the overall length of all used street types for entire urban street networks, which
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comprises segments that are accessible to cars/pedestrians and pedestrians only.
Differences of street lengths between the four data providers are small for US cities
(Figure 3-3A), and maximum lengths found vary between the different data providers.
The somewhat higher overall length value for TIGER in Chicago seems to be the result
of a particular classification scheme in TIGER, where private streets in industrial areas,
i.e., quarries, are also classified as local neighborhood and rural streets, whereas such
streets are excluded in the other data sources. In Germany, a more distinct pattern can
be found, where total lengths are clearly higher for OSM than for Tele Atlas for each
analyzed city. Differences range between 13% for Cologne and 44% for Munich (Figure
3-3B).
The second row in Figure 3-3 shows the length of pedestrian-only segments.
Independent of the data source, the portion of pedestrian-only segments relative to total
segment lengths is small for US cities. The range lies between 0.03 % (TIGER data in
Atlanta) and 8.97 % (OSM data for San Francisco), as shown in Table 3-2. Among
these relatively small numbers, there is no clear pattern on which data source provides
the best coverage for pedestrian-only data (Figure 3-3C). OSM is ahead for Chicago
and San Francisco, the latter one being the city where the US OSM project was
launched (which may be a determining factor for the prominence of OSM in that area).
The other three cities are best covered by commercial data providers. NAVTEQ
provides most pedestrian-only segments for Atlanta and Miami, which is probably
because these two cities are part of the pedestrian oriented NAVTEQ Discover Cities
project. Tele Atlas is ahead in New York, mostly, because it covers in more detail the
pedestrian paths in the Central Park compared to the other data sources.
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In Germany, where OSM and Tele Atlas data were analyzed, a generally higher
percentage of pedestrian-only segments can be found for both data sets compared to
US cities (Table 3-2). This result suggests that the urban structure of the selected
German cities is more pedestrian friendly and therefore provides more shortcuts and
alleys. Expressed in relative numbers, the portion of pedestrian-only segments for Tele
Atlas varies between 7% (Munich) and 17% (Cologne) and for OSM between 26%
(Cologne) and 31% (Berlin). The difference between OSM and Tele Atlas data is more
pronounced for pedestrian-only data than for the entire street network (compare the
relative size of bars between Figure 3-3C and D). OSM has between 3.2 (Berlin) and
5.6 (Munich) times as many pedestrian-only data as Tele Atlas (see Figure 3-3D), which
reveals the OSM focus on off-street data capture.
For each of the five US cities the overall length of pedestrian-only segments in
OSM is a manifold of the corresponding TIGER data lengths (compare green with black
bars in Figure 3-3C). The ratio OSM/TIGER lies between 2.8 (New York) and 113 (San
Francisco). This is an indication that, at least for some US regions, the OSM community
has been very active and did not just import TIGER/Line data.
To visualize some of these observed differences and regional effects, Figure 3-4
maps street data (in gray) overlaid with pedestrian-only data (in red) for selected cities.
Figure 3-4A shows the OSM dataset for Hamburg with a high density of pedestrian-only
segments. The distribution of pedestrian-only segments is relatively homogenous
throughout the network and not concentrated around parks only. Figure 3-4B shows
part of San Francisco, which is the analyzed US city that has the highest percentage of
OSM pedestrian-only segments (9.0%). Pedestrian-only paths are more concentrated
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around parks and around the bay area (the latter one not shown here). Figure 3-4D
below shows the situation for TIGER data in the San Francisco area. As can be seen
only a few isolated pedestrian-only segments are integrated, and the difference to the
OSM coverage can be easily noticed. Figure 3-4C shows Atlanta downtown as an
example for a city with a smaller OSM pedestrian-only coverage of 0.9%, where the
segments are mostly found in the downtown area.
Analysis of Service Areas
As an example, Figure 3-5 demonstrates the effect of pedestrian-only segments
on the generation of service areas for San Francisco (Figure 3-5A) and Berlin (Figure 35B). Dots show the locations of bus stops and lines show OSM street data. Gray lines
indicate segments that can be traversed both by car and pedestrian, whereas lines in
red are pedestrian-only segments (shortcuts, alleys, or paths in parks). For the
generation of service areas in a city, two networks are used. The first network is built
from segments passable by cars ("car network"), whereas the second network
comprises in addition to this also pedestrian-only segments ("combined network").
Areas in yellow visualize service areas generated on the car network using a threshold
distance of 400 meters. Areas in blue show additional service areas covered when
using the combined network instead. To numerically capture the relative increase in
service area due to consideration of pedestrian-only segments we first measure the
total length of segments in the combined network that are located in blue areas
(following the principle explained in connection with Figure 3-2). This number is then
divided by the total length of segments in the combined network that are located in
yellow or blue areas.
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Table 3-3 shows for the 9 cities the relative growth of service areas through the
integration of pedestrian-only segments. Values in the "Bus" column are based on a 400
m threshold distance, and values in the "Metro" column on an 800 m threshold distance.
Mean growth rates of service areas for Some general patterns can be observed, as
follows. The effect of pedestrian-only segments on the size of service area is generally
larger for the 800 m than for the 400 m distance. This indicates that the accessibility to
metro and light-rail stations benefits more from the integration of pedestrian-only
segments than accessibility to bus stops. The average growth of service areas, both for
bus and metro, is higher for the OSM data set when compared to the commercial Tele
Atlas data set (for all 9 cities) and TIGER/Line data (for the five US cities). This stronger
growth seems to be caused by the higher average percentage of pedestrian-only
segments in the OSM data set compared to the two other data sets (compare
corresponding columns in Table 3-2). Considering only Atlanta and Miami, where data
sets from all four sources were available, NAVTEQ data result in the largest growth of
service area, both for bus and transit facilities. Also here, the higher percentage of
pedestrian-only segments in NAVTEQ data compared to the other data sources seems
to be the cause for this strong increase in service area (see rows for Atlanta and Miami
in Table 3-2).
Growth rates are between 8.3 and 10.3 times larger for Germany than for US,
where this effect is similar for Tele Atlas and OSM data. This shows that in analyzed
German cities integration of pedestrian-only paths has a much larger impact on service
areas for pedestrians than for US cities, which, again can most likely be attributed to the
higher percentage of pedestrian-only paths in German cities. Whereas these initial
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findings are indicative of a positive correlation between percentage of pedestrian-only
segments in a network and service area growth, one must be careful with this
conclusion. Comparing pedestrian-only percentages of all 9 cities with their average
service area growth rates computed from the different data sources gives a strong
significant positive correlation (Pearson's r) for bus stops (r=0.93, n=9, p<0.01) and
metro stops (r=0.94, n=9, p<0.01). However, when considering correlations within the
groups of US and German cities separately, only one corresponding correlation can be
found to be significantly positive, i.e., percentage of pedestrian-only segments and
service area growth for bus facilities in the US (r=0.94, n=5, p<0.01). This indicates that
besides percentage of pedestrian-only paths also the spatial distribution of pedestrianonly paths within a network affects the growth of the service area. A concentration of
such segments around the transit network will more strongly affect growth of service
areas than with equally distributed pedestrian-only segments in an urban area. US and
German cities are given below.
Discussion
Based on the data sets available for the different cities, the results show that
pedestrian-only segments increase service areas around transit facilities up to 20% in
US cities, and up to 117% in German cities (Table 3-3). These computations are based
on the lengths of streets and paths within service areas, and not the area measurement
itself. These generally high rates suggest that integration of pedestrian-only segments
can lead to a more realistic assessment of service areas when compared to using
networks that contain only streets that are passable by cars. The maximum growth rates
for US and Europe were found for OSM data analysis in those cities where NAVTEQ
data were not available to us for the analysis. Since NAVTEQ data revealed the highest
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growth rates for US cities where available (Atlanta, Chicago), there is the possibility that
growth rates can even exceed the maximum identified growth rate of 20% for US cities,
such as Chicago or San Francisco. For Europe the same conclusions cannot be made
at this point since no NAVTEQ data were available for comparison at the time of the
study.
Further inspection of growth numbers is needed to better understand the benefits
of pedestrian-only segments for service area modeling. First, results suggest that some
urban street networks do not provide a significant number of shortcuts that facilitate
transit access for pedestrians. For example, NAVTEQ data, which provide the most
comprehensive pedestrian data set for Miami (Table 3-2), yields a mere 4.5% service
area growth for bus stops and 2.9% for metro and light-rail stations. Second, especially
for pedestrian oriented cities with plazas, pedestrian paths and alleys, the choice of the
pedestrian-only data set greatly affects how computed service areas will change. OSM
data provide a free and relatively comprehensive option for cities where commercial
pedestrian data sets are not yet available, such as for the analyzed German cities. For
Atlanta and Miami, NAVTEQ Discover Cities data, which claim to include detailed
pedestrian paths, show a better coverage than OSM. TIGER/Line data were found to
have fewer pedestrian-only segments in the five US cities than OSM, which gave a
smaller growth rate for service areas in most cases. This finding indicates that the OSM
community in the US is active and helps to develop a comprehensive network of
pedestrian paths, as can be particularly seen in the San Francisco and Chicago areas.
Future work will elaborate on whether any systematic pattern can be found that
captures the different percentage of reported pedestrian paths and growth rates,
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respectively, between the analyzed cities, where the urban structure may be a
determining factor.
Some further conclusions of the findings are that the considerations of
pedestrian-only segments in network models will help to refine the assessments of
overlapping service areas in transit networks (El-Geneidy et al. 2010). Since walk
access to transit has a high effect on mode choice, refined service areas using methods
demonstrated in this paper, will also help to improve the accuracy of predictive models
on transit ridership. However, in order to estimate the impact of pedestrian-only paths
on potential transit ridership, the current analysis needs to be combined with household
and employment densities (Pushkarev and Zupan 1977, Kittelson&Associates 2003).
Whereas this study looked at one data source at a time, more complete road street
networks could be obtained by combining different data sets, where the integration of
heterogeneous (free) data sets and their generalization for analysis tasks is still a
challenge (Scheider and Schulz 2007), and the assessment of VGI data quality,
especially OSM data, is an ongoing issue of high importance for successful geoapplications (Goodchild 2008, Haklay 2010).
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Figure 3-1. Data processing workflow
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A

B

C

Figure 3-2. Generating polygon based service areas: No trimming (A), 10m (B) and
30m (C) trim distance.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 3-3. Total length of streets (A, B) and pedestrian-only segments (C, D) in km for
selected US urban areas and German cities.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 3-4. Visualization of OSM and TIGER pedestrian-only segments on top of
streets for (A.) – Hamburg, Germany (OSM), (B.) – San Francisco. US (OSM), (C.) –
Atlanta. US (OSM), (D.) – San Francisco. US (TIGER).
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A.

B.

Figure 3-5. Effect of pedestrian-only segments for generation of service areas in San
Francisco, US (A) and Berlin, Germany (B).
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Table 3-1. Characteristics of data sets used for different cities.
Country

US

City

Atlanta
Chicago
Miami
New York
San
Francisco

Germany Berlin
Cologne
Hamburg
Munich

Area
# Bus
[km^2]

#
Metro/
Rail

Commercial

Free

NAVTEQ


Tele Atlas





OSM





Tiger





879
3047
988
774

9419
11800
11679
12462

38
381
27
493







122

8066

166











891
405
755
310

3358
645
2931
1375

1203
326
333
673
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Table 3-2. Percentage of pedestrian-only segments in datasets rounded to the nearest
0.1%.
Country
City
NAVTEQ
Tele Atlas
OSM
TIGER
US
Atlanta
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.0
Chicago
0.3
1.4
0.3
Miami
1.6
0.0
0.1
0.1
New York
3.6
2.1
0.8
San Francisco
1.0
9.0
0.1
Germany

Berlin
Cologne
Hamburg
Munich

-

12.4
17.1
9.3
7.0
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30.9
25.5
30.5
27.0

-

Table 3-3. Relative growth of service area when integrating pedestrian-only segments,
given in %.
Country
City
NAVTEQ
Tele Atlas
OSM
TIGER
Bus
Metro Bus
Metro Bus Metro Bus
Metro
US
Atlanta
4.6
18.8
0.7
0.8
2.9
11.3
3.7
5.5
Chicago
0.3
0.5
8.1
20.6
0.8
0.9
Miami
4.5
2.9
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.0
New York
1.7
2.6
9.3
8.1
1.6
2.1
San Francisco 3.0
3.2
18.5 17.1
0.5
0.5
Mean
4.5
10.7
1.2
1.4
7.8
11.5
1.4
1.8
Germany Berlin
Cologne
Hamburg
Munich
Mean

-

-

11.5
8.2
13.5
7.4
10.2
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21.4
4.7
16.3
6.9
12.3

59.4
70.2
94.9
98.7
80.8

76.8
84.8
111.3
117.2
97.5

-

-

CHAPTER 4
ASSESSING THE EFFECT OF DATA IMPORTS ON THE COMPLETENESS OF
OPENSTREETMAP – A UNITED STATES CASE STUDY
Study Background
The ubiquitous availability of GPS enabled devices boosted the development of a
plethora of Volunteered Geographic Information (Goodchild 2007a, 2009) platforms on
the Internet in the past few years. In October 2012 it was estimated that there were
more than one billion worldwide smartphone users (Bicheno 2012). Some VGI platforms
utilize more passive modes of data contribution, such as enabling the geolocation
functionality in Twitter feeds, while other platforms require more active participation of
data contributors, such as uploading and geolocating images in Panoramio, or
contributing and editing map features in OpenStreetMap (Heipke 2010). Coleman et al.
(2009) distinguish between five groups of data contributors in VGI projects, ranging
between “Neophyte” (someone with no formal background in a subject) and “Expert
Authority” (someone who has widely studied and long practiced a subject). This wide
range of VGI user types can also be found in the OSM project (Budhathoki et al. 2010,
Neis and Zipf 2012), which has clear implications on the OSM data quality, especially
given the fact that there is no regulatory instance in OSM that sets and enforces
minimum quality standards.
Since the initiation of the OSM project in 2004, the number of registered users
has increased exponentially and exceeded the one million mark as of January 2013
(OpenStreetMap 2013h). The OSM database hosts one of the largest VGI sources on
the Internet with more than 1.7 billion nodes and 170 million ways as of February 2013.
The impressive growth of the project, combined with the changes made to the licensing
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model by Google Maps in early 2012, which limits the usage of free Map APIs (Google
2012), motivated a number of websites and corporations such as Apple iPhoto (Bennett
2012), FourSquare (Foursquareblog 2012), Craigslist (Cooper 2012) and Flickr
(Switch2osm 2012) to switch their mapping applications from Google Maps to OSM.
Additionally, OSM received its first major funding from the Knight Foundation in
September 2012, awarded to MapBox, a Washington D.C. based company, which will
utilize the funds to improve the OSM community site and develop tools that make it
easier for contributors to add data to the OSM database (Gannes 2012).
The traditional way data are contributed to the OSM project is through active
members who use their GPS enabled equipment, combined with their local knowledge,
to add the most detailed information for their particular geographic region. Contributors
commonly also digitize freely available aerial images and annotate the digitized
geometries with attributes based on their local knowledge. These contributors are
typically motivated by the fact that comprehensive sets of vector-based geodata are not
freely available in their country (Budhathoki et al. 2010), so that the mapping of a region
starts from scratch. Examples are Germany or the UK. While there is substantial growth
in registered OSM members, mapping efforts differ between geographic regions, both
worldwide and even within countries. This led to a second approach for OSM data
contribution called bulk uploads. Bulk uploads are data imports which establish a base
line of geodata so that the project can evolve, especially in countries or regions with a
less active OSM contributor community. Despite the fact that OSM discourages data
imports since they could heavily affect other contributors’ manual data collection and
editing efforts (OpenStreetMap 2013b), several datasets have been imported into OSM
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within the past few years. For example, a TIGER/Line US Census geodata import was
conducted in 2007/2008 for the United States, when the OSM data coverage in the US
was still sparse. While this data import built the foundation for the active OSM
community, the poor quality of the imported road data and additional problems with their
conversion to the OSM tagging scheme limited OSM data usability and reliability.
Because no TIGER/Line import has been conducted since then, a comparison of OSM
and TIGER/Line data for the past six years (2007-2012) allows us to assess whether a
newer TIGER/Line import to OSM would improve the data quality of OSM road data
compared to the currently available OSM data sets. Although there are several
commonly used measures of geodata quality (ISO/TC211 2010) this paper focuses on
data completeness. More specifically it analyzes data growth for each data set
individually and also compares growth rates between the two selected datasets over the
years. The analysis will be conducted separately for network segments that are
accessible to motorized traffic (highways, residential roads, etc.), and those that are
accessible to pedestrians but inaccessible to motorized traffic (hiking trails, footpaths,
etc.). We will further analyze how active the OSM community is in editing and updating
once imported TIGER/Line features to OSM.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The next section reviews
previous findings of geodata quality tests for OSM in the US and Europe. This is
followed by a section on data retrieval procedures and data processing steps prior to
conducting the analysis, and a section that analyses the two data sources for different
years. The last section provides a summary and aspects of future work.
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Review of Research on OpenStreetMap Data Quality
Related Studies
Assessing the credibility of VGI sources has become a significant research topic
in a variety of disciplines over the past few years (Flanagin and Metzger 2008). The
complexity of the OSM road dataset provides opportunities to analyze this dataset with
regards to a variety of geodata quality aspects, such as completeness, i.e., error of
omission and commission, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency,
semantic accuracy, and temporal accuracy (up-to-dateness) (ISO/TC 211 2010).
Past OSM data quality analyses reported in the literature were primarily
conducted for European countries, such as the UK, France, Germany and Austria
(Girres and Touya 2010, Haklay 2010, Neis et al. 2012, Rehrl et al. 2013, Zielstra and
Zipf 2010). In terms of data completeness, most of the conducted analyses revealed a
higher OSM data quality in urban areas compared to rural areas. This is because of a
higher number of active contributors in urban areas, which results for some areas in a
higher completeness of certain feature types (e.g. footpaths) compared to commercial
or governmental datasets. Haklay (2010) observed that positional accuracy increased
with the number of different data contributors in an area, but only up to a certain
number. With regards to metadata and attribute accuracy, Mooney and Corcoran
(2012b, a) and Neis and Zipf (2012) found that for heavily edited objects there was no
significant relationship between the number of contributors to a feature and the number
of tags assigned to it. Mooney and Corcoran (2012a) also analyzed the problem of
misspellings in key values that are associated with primary features (e.g. highway,
amenity, landuse). These errors can occur when users type in a value as free text
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instead of using OSM controlled core values provided in a drop-down-list in OSM
editors.
Data Imports
Little research has so far been conducted for countries in which OSM relied on
data imports. Although numerous spatial datasets are available under OSM compatible
licenses that are being considered for import into OSM (OpenStreetMap 2013c), the
OSM community is undecided on the benefits of data imports for the OSM project,
especially for areas such as the US where large governmental datasets are freely
available (OpenStreetMap 2013l, m). Other countries such as India and the Netherlands
conducted data imports of donated, professional Automotive Navigation Data (AND) into
OSM (OpenStreetMap 2013a). However, for none of these data imports their impact on
OSM data quality has been analyzed so far.
Several websites exist that help OSM members to evaluate their planned
automated and scripted imports or large-scale edits prior to running them against the
database. A specific code of conduct was introduced that outlines some of the major
steps that need consideration by the member that is planning to import data, such as
the respect to other work that could be affected by the new import, and discussions of
the planned work on the mailing lists to receive feedback from more experienced
members (OpenStreetMap 2013b). More detailed suggested guidelines regarding data
imports can be found on a separate wiki page (OpenStreetMap 2013d), including
factors, such as familiarizing oneself with the history of imports, obtaining proper
permission and licenses from the original data owner, and documenting the import
process. It is also stated that problems with prior data imports, such as with data that is
in GIS data formats that does not translate well to OSM data formats, need to be taken
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into consideration. Such data import problems are listed on a designated wiki page
(OpenStreetMap 2013e).
One deciding factor in considering the appropriateness of a data import is the
quality of the dataset in question. The US TIGER/Line dataset has been updated
nationwide for the 2010 Census through the MAF/TIGER Accuracy Improvement
Project (MTAIP) initiated in 2002. The main goal of the project was to align the
MAF/TIGER databases with GIS files maintained by state, local and tribal partners and
other agencies to improve the spatial accuracy and completeness of the dataset (Best
2005). Zandbergen et al. (2011) measured the positional accuracy of 2000 and 2009
TIGER/Line road networks through comparison with ortho imagery. Results showed that
TIGER 2009 data are much improved in terms of positional accuracy compared to
TIGER 2000 data, and that TIGER 2009 is consistently more accurate in urban areas
compared to rural areas.
Although in 2006 these improvements were not yet fully integrated into the
dataset two OSM contributors decided to import the TIGER/Line 2005 dataset to OSM
(Linux.Com 2007). After the first attempt failed due to data integrity problems and was
cancelled in November 2006 the second attempt started in 2007 and successfully
uploaded the 2005 TIGER/Line dataset, which was completed by February 2008
(OpenStreetMap 2013i). The US has now the second largest OSM community in the
world among all countries, representing 9% of the total OSM community (Neis and Zipf
2012). However, given the small amount of OSM data contributions made up to 2006
and the availability of a free governmental road dataset at the same time seemed to
make a TIGER/Line data import especially beneficial for the US at that time.
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Only recently a few studies analyzed OSM data completeness in the US. One
study compared data completeness between OSM and commercial datasets (TeleAtlas
and NAVTEQ) for Florida (Zielstra and Hochmair 2011b). As opposed to Germany,
OSM data coverage was found to be generally higher in rural areas when compared to
commercial datasets, while OSM coverage was lower in urban areas. The good
coverage for OSM in rural areas does not stem from individual user contributions but
from TIGER/Line imports which contain more data than commercial datasets in
agricultural areas (tracks, gravel roads). Another study showed that in four out of five
analyzed US cities OSM contained by far more pedestrian-only segments than
TIGER/Line data (Zielstra and Hochmair 2011a) due to an active OSM community in
cities such as Chicago or San Francisco. A higher density of OSM pedestrian segments
compared to TIGER/Line led also to shorter shortest paths in pedestrian routing
(Zielstra and Hochmair 2012). A recent analysis on OSM bicycle facilities shows large
differences in the completeness of mapped off-street bicycle trails and designated lanes
between 70 Urbanized Areas in the US, indicating different levels of OSM mapping
activities in the different regions (Hochmair et al. 2013).
Study Setup: Data Sources and Data Processing
During the time of the 2005 TIGER/Line data import into OSM, TIGER/Line was
stored in a now outdated ASCII data format which has been replaced by the more
common ESRI shapefile format in 2007. The 2005 TIGER/Line dataset is not available
for download anymore and could therefore not be integrated within the analysis. The
2006 TIGER/Line dataset, still in ASCII format, was incomplete for some areas which
rendered the dataset unusable for analysis, too. Since the data import into OSM was
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finished by February 2008 (OpenStreetMap 2013i), a comparative analysis between
OSM and TIGER/Line in this paper is conducted for the years 2008 through 2012.
The retrieval and processing of the OSM datasets is based on two files that are
available at the OSM projects website (OpenStreetMap 2013k). For the majority of the
tested years (2006-2011) a full history dump file, dated June 2012, was downloaded
and processed through a variety of self-developed tools written in JAVA as illustrated in
Figure 4-1. We use full history dump files for analyzing OSM development since they
contain all historical information of the dataset, i.e., all versions for nodes, ways, and
relations that ever existed. In a first step the downloaded dataset was converted from
the standard XML format into the Protocolbuffer Binary Format (PBF) (OpenStreetMap
2013g) which facilitated faster processing. Next, in a data splitting process the dataset
was extracted for the 50 US states and the District of Columbia. This was followed by
extracting a state-wide dataset for each individual year which was then imported into a
PostgreSQL database using the OSMOSIS open-source command line JAVA tool
(OpenStreetMap 2013j). In this procedure the 2006 OSM dataset was included as well
to get more detailed information about the data development in the US before the actual
data import. The years 2006 and 2007 were not included in the comparison with
TIGER/Line data but used only for longitudinal analysis within OSM data.
The second OSM dataset used was a planet dump file dated September 12,
2012. Although the planet dump file in comparison to the history dump file does not
include the history of all features, it provides the latest information of the entire OSM
database at a specific point in time. The September 12, 2012 OSM dataset was chosen
since it already reflects the changes and potential data losses in the OSM database that
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may have been caused by the redaction bot that was introduced to change the
database from a creative commons Attribution-ShareAlike (CC-BY-SA) license to an
Open Database License (ODbL) in July 2012. Due to the license change, all data that
was created by contributors who did not agree to the new license had to be deleted,
which was accomplished with the redaction bot. The impact of these changes varied
from country to country. In total, about 99% of the OSM data was retained, whereas
larger negative impacts could be determined in Australia, Poland and Egypt (Foundation
2013). The planet dump file from September 2012 was also split into different
geographic areas and imported into a PostgreSQL database. All data filtering and
length measurement procedures were accomplished within PostgreSQL databases with
PostGIS extensions using SQL commands.
The geographic information stored in the OSM database is categorized into three
data types (called elements), which are nodes, ways and relations. A node represents a
point with latitude and longitude coordinate information. Lines, such as roads and
polygons are stored as ways. The logical or geographic relationships between objects,
such as turn restrictions, are stored in relations. Elements are expressed through tags,
where each tag consists of a key and a value. A key specifies the feature type of an
element (e.g. a highway) or the attribute associated with an element (e.g. speed limit),
and the value more specifically describes its accompanying key. OSM uses a total of 26
primary feature keys including building, highway, or landuse (OpenStreetMap 2013f).
Filtering the data by particular tags allows the differentiation between car accessible and
pedestrian-only way segments in data analysis. In the TIGER/Line dataset the filtering
of way segments was done through MTFCC (MAF/TIGER Feature Class Code) attribute
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values (Census 2012b) which were introduced with the 2007 TIGER/Line dataset. The
imported 2005 TIGER/Line data relied on the former CFCC (Census Feature Class
Codes) classification schema (Census 2012a) which differs from the new schema by
providing additional sub-categories of road type classes, e.g. by distinguishing between
separated and unseparated roads within the same road type class. For example the
primary road class with CFCC values ranging from A11 to A29 is now classified as
MTFCC = S1100.
Our approach of length comparison per administrative unit does not incorporate
the matching of line segments between the two datasets (Koukoletsos et al. 2012),
since this method becomes unfeasible for larger areas such as the entire US. Also,
automated scripts would inevitably introduce new errors. However, we believe that the
results provide information about the development of the OSM and TIGER/Line
datasets after the 2008 import. Both the analysis for states and Urbanized Areas as a
whole reduces the effect of potential outlier regions that would appear if applying the
method to smaller areas (e.g. km2 grid fields).
Analysis: The Effect of TIGER/Line Imports on US OSM Data Development
OSM Data Development
Figure 4-2A shows the increase of nodes, ways and relations in the US before
and after the TIGER/Line import. The contributions to the project in 2006 were too
minimal to show any increase in the diagram. The bulk upload in 2007/08, indicated by
the steep increase of nodes and ways between 2007 and 2008, helped to create the
foundation for OSM in the US. In the following years, active contributors added nodes,
ways, and relations. The diagram also shows that more new contributions were added
between February 2012 and September 2012 than were deleted through the redaction
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bot following the license change. Figure 4-2B visualizes the number of contributors that
created at least one node, way or relation in the US in the given year, indicating a
steady increase in active members.
Next a more detailed analysis on the differences in total length between
consecutive years was conducted for selected OSM feature classes. One of the major
challenges associated with data imports into OSM is to correctly match feature classes
of the source TIGER/Line data sets with the OSM data schema. Table 4-1 shows the
absolute differences (given in thousands of km) and relative differences between
consecutive years for the 24 most common highway classes in the US OSM dataset.
While the length of most highway classes increased between consecutive years, it can
be noted that the length of residential classes decreased each year (shown in gray).
Further inspection of affected road segments revealed that the decrease in residential
classes was mostly caused by continuous corrections of OSM tagging errors that
occurred during the original TIGER/Line data import. More specifically, while
TIGER/Line groups residential, local neighborhood roads, rural roads and city streets
into one road class (i.e., CFCC = A41-A49 or MTFCC = S1400, respectively), OSM
uses a more refined data schema that provides different highway tag values for these
different road classes. The TIGER/Line data import apparently incorrectly assigned all
TIGER/Line roads with the aforementioned codes to the residential road class in OSM,
although not all of these streets are residential roads. Figure 4-3A shows the decrease
in OSM roads tagged as residential over the past few years while at the same time an
increase in the classes track, tertiary and service can be observed. This can be
attributed to the retagging of residential tagged roads to other classes. The decreasing
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difference between 2011 and 2012 for the residential class also indicates that the
retagging process has slowed down within the past year.
Although the TIGER/Line import provides a foundation for contributors in the US,
the TIGER/Line dataset mainly focuses on the general road network for the US.
However, as has been shown earlier for European countries, OSM is a particularly
valuable data source for pedestrian and cyclist related features. Figure 4-3B shows the
annual length differences for three OSM highway classes representing cycleways,
footways and paths. All three classes grew over the past few years, indicating that new
contributions for non-motorized traffic were made after the initial TIGER/Line import for
motorized traffic data.
Using the OSM full history dump file we can determine how many TIGER/Line
features were edited after their import to OSM. Filtering the data by the name of the
OSM contributor who imported the TIGER/Line dataset and by a version number of one,
it was found that about 11.20 million TIGER/Line features were imported for motorized
(about 11.19 million features) and pedestrian travel (about 10,000 features). Next we
analyzed how many of the imported road features were edited and by whom. Edits can
either be made by humans or an automated script (bot). Bots can be identified by
counting the number of edits made by a contributor per change set, besides the total
number of edits. A very large number of edits per change set (impossible to achieve by
a human editor) in combination with a large total number of edits indicates the work of a
bot. Utilizing user IDs of human contributors and bots, and the history of versions of
each feature with their annotated user IDs, we analyzed how many of the originally
TIGER/Line imported road features for motorized traffic were edited by bots only, by
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humans only, or by both (Figure 4-4). While in general the majority of modified features
comes from human edits the bot activity was particularly high in 2010-2011, editing
almost 18% of the imported TIGER/Line data designated. Because the development of
these automated scripts is complex, only few OSM contributors make changes to the
database with this method.
As shown in Figure 4-4 the number of edited features ranged between 5% and
6% over the past few years, suggesting some contributor activity towards data quality
improvement. Using the same principle as before (i.e., number of edits per changeset),
we can also identify additional a few data imports that ran after or parallel to the original
TIGER/Line import. One of them was an import of about 200,000 road features from the
Commonwealth's Office of Geographic and Environmental Information (MassGIS) for
the Massachusetts area between 2007 and 2008. No features for non-motorized road
segments were imported into OSM after the TIGER/Line import, proving that the
increase of these features in the OSM database for the US is based on contributions by
active member.
Road Segments for Motorized Traffic
This section identifies in which regions of the US the OSM community actively
contributes road segments for motorized traffic. This is based on a comparison of data
growth of TIGER/Line and OSM data between the years 2008 and 2012. The
comparison is conducted for the 50 US states and the District of Columbia, as well as
for 70 Urbanized Areas in the US with a population larger than 500,000. The following
attribute filters were applied to the OSM and TIGER/Line data sets, respectively, to
obtain segments that are accessible to motorized traffic:
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OSM: [key: highway] [value: motorway, motorway_link, trunk, trunk_link, primary,
primary_link, secondary, secondary_link, tertiary, tertiary_link, unclassified,
residential, track, living_street]



TIGER/Line: [key: MTFCC] [value: S1100, S1200, S1400, S1630, S1640].
Table 4-2 shows the differences in thousands of km between OSM and the

corresponding TIGER/Line dataset for motorized traffic for selected states, where
TIGER/Line total lengths are subtracted from OSM total lengths (left column for each
year). The 2011 TIGER/Line dataset was the most recent dataset available from the
Census Bureau at the time of this analysis, thus the comparison in the right most two
columns was based on OSM 2012 and TIGER/Line 2011 datasets.
A negative difference value in Table 4-2 implies that OSM is missing data
compared to TIGER/Line in the analyzed area while for positive values the converse is
the case. Additionally, a second value expressing a normalized difference is shown for
each year. This value controls for the differences in total street network length of
analyzed states. It takes the difference between the two data sources (left values in
Table 4-2 columns) and divides them by the total TIGER/Line 2011 road network length
of the state and multiplies the result by 1000. Based on these normalized difference
values a ranking was established that sorts the states from the best (low rank number)
to worst (high rank number) in terms of OSM data completeness relative to TIGER/Line.
The results reveal that out of the five highest ranked states only two states, i.e.,
Nevada and Alaska, show a positive difference in 2012, indicating that these two are the
only states where OSM provides more data compared to TIGER/Line. However, a more
detailed review of the datasets shows that the positive difference values in both states
stem from uncorrected tagging errors that occurred in the re-classification process
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during the TIGER/Line data import in early 2008. More specifically, during the import,
CFCC A41-A49 TIGER/Line classes (residential, local neighborhood roads, rural roads
and city streets), were incorrectly tagged as residential in OSM during the import,
contributing to a high OSM total length of roads for motorized traffic. While this error
was left essentially uncorrected in Nevada and Alaska, in other states the corrective
retagging process was progressing fast due to an active OSM community, reducing the
OSM total length towards a more correct value.
The data import in 2007/08 was based on an inaccurate and outdated 2005
TIGER/Line dataset. This dataset has, however, been significantly updated by the
Census Bureau since then. More specifically, in preparation for the 2010 Census,
Census Bureau employees used handheld computers that captured GPS information to
improve both address lists and the census road network as part of the aforementioned
MTAIP project (Census 2012c). This increase in data collection by the Census Bureau
is also reflected in Table 4-2 where all selected states show a sudden change in length
differences between OSM and TIGER/Line in 2010. This gap indicates that OSM data
contributions in many US states are not able to keep up with the additions made to the
TIGER Line 2010 dataset by the US Census Bureau.
The least complete OSM network data for motorized traffic was found in the
Midwestern and Eastern US states of Illinois, North Carolina, Ohio, Delaware and West
Virginia. West Virginia showed the largest difference between the two providers with
almost 72,000 km missing data in OSM in 2012. Previous research for Europe has
shown that OSM has more active mapping communities in urban areas than in rural
areas (Zielstra and Zipf 2010, Neis et al. 2012). Thus we speculate that the lack of OSM
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data for West Virginia is because of the dominance of rural areas in this state and a lack
of an active OSM community as a consequence thereof. Figure 4-5A visualizes for a
sample area in West Virginia the differences between the two data providers. The OSM
2012 dataset in light green (light gray) misses several roads both in more densely
populated and rural areas compared to the TIGER 2011 dataset in orange (dark gray).
The lack of active community members in the area did not allow for noticeable
improvement of the OSM dataset in the past few years. While the OSM community is
generally more active in urban areas, OSM is still behind with data updates even in
urban areas. Figure 4-5B shows a residential area of Jacksonville, FL, where newly
developed areas and roads are contained in the TIGER/Line dataset (red/dark gray) but
not mapped in the OSM database (light green/light gray).
To control for the effect of rural vs. urban area on OSM data completeness we
also computed length differences in the same manner for 70 Urbanized Areas with a
population larger than 500,000. Table 4-3 shows the differences between OSM and
TIGER/Line data for the top and bottom five ranked Urbanized Areas in hundreds of km.
Similar as for states, a normalized value, now based on total length of TIGER/Line data
from 2011 for the Urbanized Area under consideration, was computed as well.
All analyzed areas show negative difference values for 2012, indicating less
complete datasets for OSM even in Urbanized Areas. The five top ranked Urbanized
Areas, three of which are located in California, show absolute differences between 150
km (Fresno, Ca) and almost 1300 km (Houston, TX) in 2012. Like before with the state
comparison, Table 4-3 shows a sudden increase in length differences between OSM
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and TIGER/Line for 2010 due to intensified data collection efforts through the US
Census Bureau.
In summary, the results indicate that the OSM community is not very active in
updating and correcting once imported road data for motorized traffic
Path Segments for Pedestrian Navigation
This section analyzes the completeness for network segments that allow
pedestrian movement but that are closed to motorized traffic at the same time. An SQL
query was applied to extract corresponding types of network data from the OSM and the
TIGER/Line datasets using the following attribute values


OSM:[key: highway] [value: pedestrian AND area=’no’, path, footway, bridleway,
steps]



TIGER/Line: [key: MTFCC] [value: S1720, S1710, S1820]
The results gathered for the state comparison shown in Table 4-4 illustrate that

the focus of the US OSM community has been on the collection of non-motorized
network information after the import of the main road network in 2008. In 2012 almost all
states showed a positive difference value between OSM and TIGER/Line indicating a
better coverage of non-motorized segments in OSM. This difference amounts to over
16,600 km for California, which has the highest overall difference in all years. Table 4-4
shows also a normalized difference value as before. Some of the top-ranked states, i.e.,
California, Colorado, and D.C., contain Urbanized Areas that were found in earlier
studies also to be top-ranked in terms of OSM mapping activities for bicycle trails,
including Denver-Aurora, Portland, San Francisco, and Washington D.C. (Hochmair et
al. 2013). Thus the OSM community appears to be contributing both bicycle and
pedestrian related infrastructure in similar ways.
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The five lowest ranking states showed only small positive differences of less than
170 km in each state. Alaska, as the only state, even shows a small negative difference
value of -116 km for 2011/2012 which implies missing pedestrian data in OSM
compared to TIGER/Line. The data increase in the 2010 TIGER/Line dataset did not
affect the differences in pedestrian related information like it did in the previous car
related information analysis, indicating that the main focus of the government agency
still lies on the collection of main road network geometries and not on pedestrian data.
To illustrate the OSM data collection efforts for pedestrian network features,
Figure 4-6A highlights trails in Yosemite National Park, California. In addition to the
imported TIGER/Line data (orange, or dark gray) which overlaps with the OSM dataset
in the eastern and western part, OSM provides additional hiking trail features in the
center section (light green, or light gray), which were either actively collected or traced
from satellite images by the OSM community.
Another example is shown for the area around the National Mall in Washington,
D.C. (Figure 4-6B), with pedestrian paths in OSM highlighted in light green (light gray).
Two of the five Urbanized Areas with the least pedestrian related information in
OSM (Table 4-5) are located in Texas, one of which (McAllen) did not show any OSM
data contribution of pedestrian network segments over the past five years. In summary
it can be stated that the coverage of pedestrian network data in OSM is higher than for
TIGER/Line data, which is the opposite of what has been found for roads that are
accessible to motorized traffic.
Discussion
Whether or whether not recurring data imports benefit the OSM project has been
an ongoing discussion in the OSM community. The presented research provides a first
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insight into the effect of data imports on OSM data quality in the US through a
longitudinal analysis of OSM and TIGER/Line development over the past few years. By
analyzing the TIGER/Line import of 2007/08 it was found that the imported 2005
TIGER/Line dataset was outdated and erroneous, whereas recent efforts by the US
Census Bureau led to a significant improvement of TIGER/Line road data in 2010. While
this improvement of data quality would benefit primarily regions with a less active OSM
user community when used in recurring data imports of TIGER/Line data, the tagging
error as a result of different road classification schemas in TIGER/Line and OSM data
would remain. Thus, while for many areas the errors were mitigated through a crowdbased retagging process, the classification errors would re-occur with a new
TIGER/Line import. This would mean the loss of user corrections that were applied to
road classification tags in OSM over the recent years. Just this fact alone makes a new
TIGER/Line data import to OSM highly impracticable. Although this problem would not
mean a significant loss of data for areas with a less active OSM community, such as
Alaska and West Virginia, it would affect most regions. The particularly active OSM data
contribution of pedestrian related segments over the past years would also be affected
in case of a recurring TIGER/Line data import in different ways. For example, pedestrian
related segments that have been snapped to a road geometry in an earlier TIGER/Line
version could become disconnected from that road segment through later updates.
Similarly to OSM, other collaborative mapping projects such as Google Map Maker,
Waze, or Cyclopath could rely on high-quality, freely available datasets as a reference
when editing map data. However, the problem of data imports conflicting with
community based edits would remain here as well.
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The data analysis also revealed that the US OSM user community does not
focus on improving the completeness of the originally imported TIGER/Line dataset,
although, as shown in Figure 4-4, the number of edited TIGER/Line imported OSM road
features has increased over the past few years. Especially network data for motorized
traffic is inaccurate or missing in OSM when compared to current TIGER/Line data,
independent of state or Urbanized Area. Given the arguments against recurring bulk
uploads discussed before, we conclude that one option to improve the quality of OSM
road data could be the development of OSM editing tools that allow to trace current
TIGER/Line data to correct OSM geometry errors that are caused by the initial data
import. This would keep OSM user contributions and edits unaffected, but allow the
OSM community to benefit from recurring TIGER/Line updates conducted by the US
Census Bureau. First attempts with some success were already made by adding
overlays of TIGER/Line 2011 data to popular OSM editing tools, such as Potlatch 2 and
JOSM. It remains to be seen if the newly awarded Knight Foundation grant will help with
the development of improved and more intuitive tools to increase OSM data quality in
the US and to make data contributions a simpler task even for new or casual members.
Future research could expand this type of analysis to other countries with data
imports, such as AND for the Netherlands or India. Also, a more comprehensive
analysis of the type of data, i.e. feature types and attributes, which was contributed by
the active OSM members after the data import could reveal in more detail how data
imports affect the contribution patterns of the OSM community.
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Figure 4-1. OSM data processing workflow
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A.

B.

Figure 4-2. OSM US data development (A) and member contributions (B) 2006-2012
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A.

B.

Figure 4-3. Development of selected OSM highway classes (A) and OSM pedestrian
and cyclist related network features (B) in the US 2006-2012
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Figure 4-4. Number of edited Tiger/Line road features after import to OSM
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A.

B.
Figure 4-5. Visualization of OSM and TIGER/Line network data for motorized traffic in
West Virginia (A) and Jacksonville, FL (B)
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A.

B.
Figure 4-6. Visualization of OSM and TIGER/Line pedestrian network data in California,
Yosemite Park (A) and Washington D.C., the National Mall area (B)
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Table 4-1. Absolute and relative annual differences between OSM highway classes in
the US

OSM - tag
bridleway
construction
cycleway
footway
living_street
motorway
motorway_link
path
pedestrian
platform
primary
primary_link
residential
road
secondary
secondary_link
service
steps
tertiary
tertiary_link
track
trunk
trunk_link
unclassified

Feb 2008
to
Feb 2009
km/
%
1000
0.2
92.3
0.2
99.7
2.8
71.0
4.6
14.8
0.1 100.0
4.4
2.6
1.2
2.7
2.1 100.0
0.1
77.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.2
1.5
90.7
-71.3
-0.8
1.5 100.0
3.0
0.5
0.7
97.3
8.2
1.4
0.0
39.5
26.5
71.9
0.0
98.5
36.0
8.2
26.7
85.5
1.1
83.3
4.1
21.1

Feb 2009
to
Feb 2010
km/
%
1000
0.2
53.6
0.5
68.5
7.3
65.2
6.8
17.9
0.1
57.2
18.6
9.9
1.6
3.5
15.7
88.4
0.2
63.2
0.0
100.0
4.1
1.4
2.3
57.0
-240.6
-2.8
2.2
59.3
6.7
1.2
0.6
47.6
17.2
2.8
0.0
52.9
97.6
72.6
0.0
-24.0
27.8
6.0
23.2
42.6
2.0
61.5
17.1
47.1
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Feb 2010
to
Feb 2011
km/
%
1000
0.1
19.9
1.2
63.8
5.7
33.8
14.0
26.9
0.1
35.3
5.8
3.0
5.3
10.2
12.3
40.9
0.3
41.6
0.0
65.2
-9.6
-3.5
-1.0
-32.8
-267.4
-3.2
0.7
16.0
-6.8
-1.2
-0.2
-21.4
27.7
4.2
0.0
32.0
156.6
53.8
0.1
68.6
46.8
9.1
40.2
42.5
1.0
22.5
14.4
28.5

Feb 2011
to
Feb 2012
km/
%
1000
0.3
37.6
1.8
47.7
6.4
27.3
14.1
21.2
0.3
46.6
4.8
2.4
3.8
6.8
14.2
32.0
0.3
35.6
0.0
58.2
35.7
11.6
-0.6
-24.8
-330.6
-4.2
4.5
50.0
-44.9
-8.8
0.5
30.3
36.6
5.3
0.1
29.9
125.3
30.1
0.3
70.1
146.4
22.2
40.9
30.2
1.0
19.1
17.4
25.6

Feb 2012
to
Sep 2012
km/
%
1000
0.7
45.6
0.7
16.7
6.3
21.3
9.1
12.0
0.3
31.5
2.8
1.4
2.4
4.2
11.2
20.2
0.1
12.2
0.0
7.9
7.4
2.4
0.0
2.0
-172.3
-2.2
1.6
14.8
11.3
2.2
0.2
10.2
29.3
4.1
0.0
12.6
65.1
13.5
0.3
40.8
90.3
12.0
3.0
2.2
0.4
7.5
21.4
23.9

Table 4-2. Absolute and relative differences between OSM and TIGER/Line data for
motorized traffic per state

State

OSM Feb. 2008
minus
TIGER / Line
2008
km /
(dif/Σ)
1000
x 1000

OSM Feb. 2009
minus
TIGER / Line
2009
km /
(dif/Σ)
1000
x 1000

OSM Feb. 2010
minus
TIGER / Line
2010
km /
(dif/Σ)
1000
x 1000
41.0

8.7

48.9

OSM Sept. 2012
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km /
(dif/Σ)
1000
x 1000

1

NV

21.9

123.3

19.9

111.7

2

AK

11.0

200.8

11.2

204.0

2.3

42.8

2.5

45.5

2.9

52.2

3

WY

18.6

81.5

22.3

97.8

-3.6

-15.9

-3.1

-13.6

-2.5

-11.1

4

NM

6.1

18.3

12.7

38.2

-22.1

-66.7

-20.3

-61.2

-21.2

-64.0

5

ND

22.2

87.4

22.1

87.1

-10.9

-43.0

-14.9

-58.6

-17

-66.8

…

7.3

OSM Feb. 2011
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km /
(dif/Σ)
1000
x 1000

10.8

…

47

IL

48

60.6

…

-32.3

-78.9

-7.4

-18.0

-126.8

-309.6

-127.1

-310.4

-129.9

-317.1

NC

-9.2

-23.8

-8.9

-23.1

-130.9

-339.6

-129.1

-335.1

-126.4

-328.0

49

OH

3.3

9.0

0.3

0.8

-131.4

-353.5

-125.3

-336.9

-126.7

-340.9

50

DE

-1.2

-51.3

-1.5

-66.6

-9.2

-409.1

-8.9

-394.9

-8.2

-364.5

51

WV

-16.9

-96.9

-16.7

-95.2

-71.0

-405.8

-71.9

-410.7

-71.9

-411.2
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Table 4-3. Absolute and relative differences between OSM and TIGER/Line data for
motorized traffic in selected US Urbanized Areas

State

1

Houston, TX

2

Fresno, CA

3

Sacramento,
CA
Dayton, OH

4
5

San Diego,
CA

OSM Feb.
2008
minus
TIGER / Line
2008
km / (dif/Σ)
100 x
1000
56.0 149.4

OSM Feb.
2009
minus
TIGER / Line
2009
km /
(dif/Σ)
100
x
1000
54.1
144.2

OSM Feb.
2011
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km /
(dif/Σ)
100
x
1000
-5.4
-14.4

OSM Sept.
2012
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km / (dif/Σ)
100
x
1000
-12.6 -33.7

0.2

4.1

-1.6

-42.1

-1.1

-30.4

-1.1

-30.1

-1.5

-40.6

-2.5

-25.2

-3.2

-32.8

-7.0

-71.2

-6.1

-62.4

-5.3

-54.7

13.5

195.3

12.7

184.3

-4.7

-67.5

-4.6

-66.9

-4.4

-63.5

-5.8

-33.1

-3.8

-22.0

-15.1

-86.7

-13.5

-77.5

-11.6

-66.4

…
66

OSM Feb.
2010
minus
TIGER / Line
2010
km /
(dif/Σ)
100
x
1000
-4.8
-12.9

…

…

-4.0

-38.4

-3.6

-34.4

-29.5

-280.1

-29.1

-276.6

-27.5 -260.8

67

Las Vegas,
NV
Tulsa, OK

0.1

1.0

-0.5

-7.0

-23.0

-293.9

-22.8

-291.0

-21.2 -270.6

68

McAllen, TX

-5.2

-75.3

-4.5

-64.8

-21.1

-305.0

-20.7

-299.5

-20.2 -291.9

69

Salt Lake
City, UT
Jacksonville,
FL

-5.9

-64.5

-5.8

-63.7

-38.8

-423.7

-38.5

-421.2

-35.4 -386.6

-3.1

-20.9

-3.1

-21.4

-66.2

-453.1

-65.6

-449.1

-64.5 -441.6

70
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Table 4-4. Absolute and relative differences between OSM and TIGER/Line for
pedestrian-only accessible segments per state

State

1
2
3
4
5

Portland,
OR
Denver, CO
Minneapolis,
MN
Washington
D.C.
Omaha, NE

OSM Feb.
2008
minus
TIGER / Line
2008
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
-0.9
-0.7

OSM Feb.
2009
minus
TIGER / Line
2009
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
4.5
3.3

OSM Feb.
2010
minus
TIGER / Line
2010
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
99.4
72.3

OSM Feb.
2011
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
216.9
157.7

OSM Sept.
2012
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
1491.9 1084.9

-11.7

-7.7

25.7

17.0

681.9

449.7

1073.4

707.9

1359.4

896.5

-2.4

-1.0

33.7

14.5

204.8

88.0

620.1

266.4

1665.8

715.5

45.3

15.4

287.2

97.4

486.6

165.1

1052.8

357.2

1814.5

615.6

-1.3

-2.1

-8.2

-13.0

-0.7

-1.1

84.9

134.9

386.8

614.8

…

…

…

66

El Paso, TX

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.9

3.2

6.4

10.6

14.3

23.8

67

0.0

0.0

-0.9

-0.9

3.8

3.8

10.7

10.7

22.4

22.4

68

Birmingham,
AL
Fresno, CA

18.1

48.9

18.1

48.9

0.4

1.1

1.7

4.5

5.2

14.0

69

Akron, OH

-0.7

-1.2

5.5

9.2

0.7

1.2

14.7

24.3

6.1

10.1

70

McAllen, TX

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
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Table 4-5. Absolute and relative differences between OSM and Tiger/Line for
pedestrian-only accessible segments in selected US Urbanized Areas

State

1
2
3
4
5

Portland,
OR
Denver,
CO
Minneapolis,
MN
Washington
D.C.
Omaha,
NE

OSM Feb.
2008
minus
TIGER / Line
2008
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
-0.9
-0.7

OSM Feb.
2009
minus
TIGER / Line
2009
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
4.5
3.3

OSM Feb.
2010
minus
TIGER / Line
2010
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
99.4
72.3

OSM Feb. 2011
minus
TIGER / Line
2011

67
68
69
70

km

-11.7

-7.7

25.7

17.0

681.9

449.7

1073.4

707.9

1359.4

896.5

-2.4

-1.0

33.7

14.5

204.8

88.0

620.1

266.4

1665.8

715.5

45.3

15.4

287.2

97.4

486.6

165.1

1052.8

357.2

1814.5

615.6

-1.3

-2.1

-8.2

-13.0

-0.7

-1.1

84.9

134.9

386.8

614.8

…
66

216.9

(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
157.7

OSM Sept.
2012
minus
TIGER / Line
2011
km
(dif/Σ)
x
2
100
1491.9 1084.9

…
El Paso,
TX
Birmingham,
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CHAPTER 5
AREAL DELINEATION OF HOME REGIONS FROM CONTRIBUTOR PATTERNS IN
OPENSTREETMAP
Contributor Patterns in VGI
The evolution of voluntarily collected geodata and its distribution on the internet
has led to a significant increase in research on Volunteered Geographic Information
(Goodchild 2007b) in recent years. The spectrum of VGI data sources reaches from
image sharing Web sites such as Flickr or Panoramio, over social media platforms such
as Twitter and Foursquare, to more complex mapping portals such as OpenStreetMap.
The type of collected information that can be retrieved from the individual platforms,
however, varies in complexity and purpose. Most of the aforementioned sources relate
to one’s personal, subjective experience, such as visited locations and associations
shared with these locations, which could for example be expressed through tags
assigned to photographed locations or geo-coded tweets. Such information can be used
for the analysis of people’s spatial temporal travel patterns and how they perceive
space. Examples are the extraction of people’s movement trajectories (Girardin et al.
2008, Andrienko et al. 2009), events (Chen and Roy 2009), popular places (Schlieder
and Matyas 2009), and vernacular regions (Hollenstein and Purves 2010) from shared
image Websites Panoramio and Flickr. Furthermore, tweets have been recently used to
extract knowledge about significant personal places in people’s everyday lives
(Andrienko et al. 2013), people’s activity patterns (Li and Shan 2013), transit riders’
sentiments about transit services (Collins et al. 2012), and people’s happiness (Mitchell
et al. 2013). Login information from the location based social networking Web site
Foursquare were used to identify user behavior and movement patterns (Noulas et al.
2011). However, OSM, due to its goal to create a comprehensive map of the world,
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generally aims to avoid subjective statements, although in some situations a dispute
over a feature location or name can lead to massive editing (Mooney and Corcoran
2012b). OSM uses more complex spatial structures, i.e., point, line and polygon
features relating to physical features in the real world, compared to other VGI data
portals.
The analysis of OSM contribution patterns has recently gained interest in the
research community since these patterns are closely related to OSM data quality.
Related tasks include, among others, the classification of contributors based on their
level of activity (Neis and Zipf 2012, Heipke 2010), a comparison of OSM activities
between different world regions (Neis et al. 2013), assessing the effect of member
contributions on OSM feature quality (Mooney and Corcoran 2012b, Haklay et al. 2010),
analyzing collaborative patterns in OSM feature edits (Mooney and Corcoran 2013) and
assessing the change of editing patterns in a geographic region over time (Rehrl et al.
2013). However, limited research has so far been conducted on analyzing the spatial
contribution patterns of an individual contributor, i.e., the variation of contributions
between different regions. One of the main characteristics that distinguishes VGI data
sources from traditional governmental and commercial datasets is the “citizens as
sensors” approach (Goodchild 2007b). Through physical presence at a location and
local knowledge, individual contributors can collect geographic information that is not
visible from above and cannot be extracted from satellite imagery. We assume that this
principle of localized data contribution translates to the OSM data collection process,
where a contributor can add more detailed information and provide more refined data
correction steps for a region that the contributor is familiar with (e.g. a home region)
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than for more remote regions. In the latter case, data contributions are oftentimes only
possible when traveling or through tracing satellite images, which will most likely result
in different types of data contributions or edits being made to features in the OSM
database compared to the home region. While an earlier approach identified a
contributor’s primary activity area based on the position of node contributions or mean
positions of changesets for that contributor (Neis and Zipf 2012), so far no method
utilized the additional information about the type of edits made to identify a contributor’s
home region. We assume that such information can further improve the identification of
a contributor’s home region, i.e., an area of presumably higher data quality compared to
other regions mapped by that contributor.
To test this assumption we use a two-tiered clustering approach which analyzes
the editing patterns on nodes and ways for 13 selected active OSM contributors. This
method spatially delineates a contributor’s local data collection efforts from contributions
in areas the contributor is presumably not as familiar with (from hereon referred to as
external region). Once areas have been delineated it can be analyzed which features
are primarily mapped in the home and external region, which provides some insight into
the level of detail of mapping between different regions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The next section reviews
previous findings of OSM contributor patterns, which is followed by a section on data
retrieval and editing analysis, and a section on model evaluation. The last section
provides a summary of the findings.
Contributor Patterns in OSM
A number of recent OSM research studies focused on data quality aspects such
as completeness, positional accuracy, and timeliness. The VGI data quality inherently
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depends on contributor patterns and behavior. Heipke (2010) states that people who
collectively carry out a mapping project share more than just mapping behavior and thus
form a socially linked group. The paper provides a classification of crowdsourcing
mappers based on their motivation and interaction with each other. The classification
includes casual mappers (e.g. hikers), experts (leading map contributors in
organizations like mountain rescue), media mappers (potentially large groups, activated
sporadically by media campaigns), and passive mappers (involves passive data
collection about the position of individuals e.g., through cell phones). Neis and Zipf
(2012) classify OSM contributors based on the number of nodes they contributed into
senior mappers, junior mappers, nonrecurring mappers, and members that made no
node contributions. Rehrl et al. (2013) and Gröchenig (2012) classify OSM contributor
edits into operations, actions, and activities. Operations describe changes on a single
OSM feature through any of the three basic operations “create”, “modify”, and “delete”.
Examples are creating a new node with a new feature id (create), updating coordinates
of a node (modify), or deleting a way (delete). Create, modify, and update can be
applied to nodes, ways, and relations, and be extracted from OSM full history dumps. A
VGI action denotes a sequence of consecutive operations by a single volunteering
contributor within a limited time span, such as creating a way, which includes operations
creating a new way feature, adding nodes, and adding a primary tag. A VGI activity is a
sequence of actions by a single volunteering contributor or a group of volunteering
contributors, which typically follows a certain motivation, such as improvement of
positional accuracy. Steinmann et al. (2013a) analyzed the temporal development of
OSM editing operations for Germany, Austria, and Switzerland between 2005 and 2011,
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and found that the “create” operation is most prominent in early years, whereas the
proportion of “delete” and “modify” operations increases over the years once an area
has been initially mapped. Their study shows also that the type of features that are
mapped or edited changes over time. While at the beginning of the mapping process in
an area mostly features with a primary tag “highway” are mapped or edited, this pattern
shifts towards the mapping or editing of buildings and other features in later years.
Steinmann et al. (2013b) generated contribution profiles through k-means clustering that
is applied to actions and feature types affected by these actions. The resulting profiles
include 10 contributor groups for actions, such as basic creator, updater, or basic allrounder, and 10 contributor groups for feature types, including highway mapper,
building mapper, or amenity mapper.
The completeness and positional accuracy of OSM road data in comparison to
governmental or proprietary datasets for different countries has been investigated in
numerous studies (Haklay 2010, Zielstra and Zipf 2010, Neis et al. 2012). The results
highlighted the heterogeneity of the OSM data quality within each country, with a clear
pattern of higher OSM member contributions in urban areas compared to rural areas.
OSM contributors tend to add more detailed pedestrian information than commercial
and governmental providers in urban areas (Zielstra and Hochmair 2012) which can
also lead to a more realistic estimation of pedestrian accessibility to transit stations
(Zielstra and Hochmair 2011a). A recent study for selected urban areas in the United
States assessed the completeness of bicycle features, i.e. on-street bicycle lanes and
off-road trails (Hochmair et al. 2013). Results revealed a high heterogeneity in mapping
completeness between analyzed cities, and showed that off-road trails were more
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completely mapped than on-street bicycle lanes. A possible explanation for the latter is
that trails have their own geometry apart from roads, whereas a bicycle lane is coded as
a road attribute without its own geometry. Thus newly mapped trail features are visually
more distinct than mapped lanes, which may result in a higher motivation for an OSM
mapper to add bicycle trails rather than on-street lanes.
Based on the results of an extended quality analysis for the French
OpenStreetMap dataset, Girres and Touya (2010) suggest that due to the lack of quality
measures in OSM a balance needs to be found that maintains the free approach to data
contributions but also respects certain data specifications to improve data quality.
Similarly, Mooney and Corcoran (2012a) found that the lack of a strict mechanism to
evaluate whether contributed keys and values adhere to OSM controlled vocabulary
causes spelling errors and in consequence decreases OSM data quality. The
assumption that the number of contributors increases the quality is known as ‘Linus’
Law’ within the open source community.Haklay (2010) found that the law generally
applies to OSM positional accuracy. Linus’ Law could not be confirmed in the context of
road attributes in another study that analyzed heavily edited objects in OSM. It found no
strong relationship between the numbers of contributors editing a given object and the
amount of attribute information assigned to it (Mooney and Corcoran 2012b). In an effort
to understand whether collaboration between OSM contributors exists within selected
areas that could potentially result in an increase of data quality, it was found that many
heavy contributors to OSM prefer to work on their own while also making edits to
features that were added by less active contributors (Mooney and Corcoran 2013).
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Not all contributions to OSM can be accredited to member activity, but may be
the result of data imports from third party data providers. One prominent example of
such a bulk upload is the import of the US governmental TIGER/Line dataset into OSM.
A longitudinal study that analyzed the impact of the TIGER/Line 2005 dataset import on
OSM data quality found that many errors associated with the outdated and erroneous
2005 TIGER/Line road dataset for motorized traffic have so far not been corrected by
the community (Zielstra et al. 2013). As opposed to this, significant contributions could
be observed in pedestrian related network data in OSM compared to the originally
imported TIGER/Line data. In another study for Florida it was found that points of
interest (POI) that were imported from the Geographic Names Information System
(GNIS) database into OSM were subsequently updated by the OSM community
(Hochmair and Zielstra 2013).
The contribution pattern of the OSM community varies largely between different
cities of the world (Neis et al. 2013). Although European cities tend to provide
quantitatively larger amounts of VGI data combined with higher numbers of contributors,
it was also shown that certain cities, such as Istanbul, heavily rely on data contributions
by external members whose main activity area is not closely located to the city. For that
study the home area of each contributor was determined through a Delaunay
triangulation for all nodes created by an individual member, or the center points of
changesets, respectively, from which subsequently all triangle edges and their points
were removed if the edge lengths were longer than 1 km (Neis and Zipf 2012). The
activity area polygons created based on center points of changesets will be compared
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to activity area polygons identified in the areal delineation approach that is proposed in
this paper.
Areal Delineation of OSM Contributor Information
Data Preparation and Contributor selection
The OSM project has more than one million registered members with only a
small percentage actively contributing to the dataset on a regular basis (Neis and Zipf
2012). To test the proposed approach for delineating home and external region we
chose 13 active OSM members. Each of them collected information in three or more
countries and has been actively contributing to the project for more than 50% of the
days since his or her registration to the project. To exclude potential bots, automated
scripts or imports, we compared the number of created and modified nodes with the
number of changesets for each corresponding member and removed those contributors
where the number of contributed or changed nodes per changeset exceeded a value
that seemed reasonable for manual editing. A changeset stores all data modifications
done by one contributor during one session and its extent surrounds all the changes
made to the OSM database in that particular session. Table 5-1 summarizes the data
collection efforts for the selected contributors which were extracted from the OSM full
history dump file dated 02/08/2013.
After processing the full history dump file, the data was imported into a
PostgreSQL database for further analysis as a table that included all features with their
versions. Next a Java tool was used to extract from this table the operations on point or
line features for each contributor under consideration. For this purpose all adjacent
versions of each feature created by any OSM member were compared and evaluated
for any type of edits. The data edits carried out by the contributor of interest were then
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summarized as a number of operations for each feature. In OSM coding, features
(nodes, ways, and relations) are described through tags. Each tag consists of a key
and a value and is written as key=value. A key broadly describes an element (e.g. a
highway) or attribute associated with an element (e.g. speed limit), and the value more
specifically describes its accompanying key. OSM uses a total of 26 suggested primary
feature keys, including building, highway, or landuse, where features can further be
annotated with additional tags, such as a speed limit.
The first set of operations that were considered for area delineation include
common editing tasks for nodes and ways, such as adding a primary key-value pair to a
point (e.g. amenity = school) or adding a node to a way feature. This set of operations is
referred to as core edits from now on. Table 5-2 lists which operations for nodes and
ways were considered for core edits. The first three operations refer to edits of keys or
values on any tag (except for primary key or value or source tag), and the next three
rows refer to operations on primary tags. This is followed by two geometry operations
and two way specific operations
The data were also specifically examined for operations on feature attributes that
would presumably require local knowledge and could not be performed based on
information from aerial images. The attributes under consideration are listed in the lower
part of Table 5-2. Some attributes have a corresponding key in the OSM feature
documentation, such as name or surface, whereas other attributes in the table consider
several OSM tags simultaneously for comparison and detection of a change in
attributes. For example, general restrictions for a road include, among others, keys
maxheight (maximum height), maxspeed (maximum speed), or maxwidth (maximum
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width). A change in any of these values would count as an update for this attribute.
Since the attributes in Table 5-2 do not apply to all 26 primary key features (for example
the key oneway is never associated with buildings), we selected, when considering
attribute changes for the area delineation, only those features for which such an
attribute would be meaningful, which gave several subsets of features with their
changes.
To exclude minor edits on attribute information from counting, such as changing
the capitalization in a street name (which would not require local knowledge), only
attribute changes were considered where a Levenshtein distance larger than three was
detected between both compared string values of an attribute. Figure 5-1 gives an
overview of the data processing steps conducted prior to the statistical analysis.
Grouping of Activity Areas – k-Means Clustering
The fundamental idea of the proposed areal delineation approach of home and
external region is that editing patterns of an individual contributor are different between
these regions, where editing patterns can be analyzed separately for node or way
features. Further, one can also consider keys or key-value pairs of edited features
instead, where we also expect a different contribution pattern between home and
external region. Edits to a feature can occur along any of the operations listed in Table
5-2 and stored as an n-vector with 0 and 1 values, where n is the number of operations
under consideration. The vector is extended by the number of key or key-value
categories if they are considered. Such a vector represents therefore an editing profile
for a feature.
The idea is further that subsequent clustering of features based on the
associated editing profiles will reveal a separation between features located in the home
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and external region. Although some edits will be primarily found in home regions only,
such as adding a speed limit tag to a road, this number of edits will be small compared
to all edits being done in any region, which are primarily adding a primary key or tag.
Thus clustering applied at the feature level, although computationally feasible, e.g.
using the TwoStep clustering algorithm (Bacher et al. 2004), does not give distinct
patterns between regions but a cluttered appearance, as some tests revealed with the
available dataset. Instead, it is more informative to capture the characteristics of edits in
pre-defined areas (through grouping of edits of features in these areas) rather than
those of individual features, and then apply the clustering of edits based on aggregated
editing profiles for each area to identify similarities and dissimilarities between these
pre-defined areas. While the choice of how to group edited features spatially a-priori is
arbitrary, it seems logical to use a k-means clustering approach based on spatial
proximity, e.g. using Easting and Northing coordinates of affected features. To facilitate
this clustering, we replaced line geometries for ways with midpoints of the features
instead. Further, each feature was mapped only once, even if it had several versions in
the history dump file. We tried different k-values (i.e. spatial clusters) for each of the 13
contributors, and kept that k-value that seemed to visually provide a meaningful
grouping of nodes. With a few contributors, cluster assignments of features were
manually re-adjusted, e.g. when a small group of remotely located points was merged
with another larger group of points through k-means clustering. Since the spatial
grouping at this first step is an arbitrary process, re-assignment of points to other
clusters is permissible. Figure 5-2 shows the regions generated through k-means
clustering on nodes (a) and way midpoints (b) for one of the selected 13 contributors.
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Summarizing edit counts for each k-means cluster gave k profile vectors, i.e. one profile
for each pre-defined area. The number of edit counts in each profile was then replaced
by the relative contribution portion of different edits, which normalized the total over
each editing profile to 1.
Identification of Home and External Region – Hierarchical Clustering
Next, a hierarchical cluster analysis was applied for the k-clusters (cases) with
their profiles, where the last two clusters in the agglomeration schedule would be
expected to show the home region (ideally consisting of only one case) and the external
region (the cluster with the remaining cases). We tested different subsets of operations
(see Table 5-2) and key-value information to be used as characteristics for the
hierarchical clustering process, which are (1) core edits, (2) keys, (3) key-value pairs
and (4) attribute changes, and their combinations. While attribute changes resulted in a
less convincing clustering pattern of pre-defined regions with regards to separating
home and external region, methods (1) to (3) provided generally better results, most of
which were in-line with those of prior approaches to home area delineation (Neis and
Zipf 2012). We used therefore editing information (1) to (3) to run the hierarchical cluster
analysis for nodes and way midpoints. We tested several clustering methods available
in SPSS 21, such as Ward’s method or Average Linkage between groups, but found
that this would not affect the agglomeration schedule.
Figure 5-3 shows hierarchical clustering results of node edits for one selected
contributor, using core edits (a), key information (b) and key-value information (c). In
this example the core edit information identified two smaller clusters, one in eastern
Austria (Figure 5-3A) (cluster #3, 8 points) and one in the US (cluster #6, 1 point), which
seemed unlikely to be a home region both based on the spatial distance between them
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but also because of the small number of nodes in both clusters. The latter may have
caused the distinct profile of these two clusters compared to other clusters, where just
one or two specific edits may cause a region’s profile to look different from those that
are typically associated with external regions. The key information of edited features
helped to delineate two of the pre-defined clusters in the greater Kufstein (Austria) area
(Figure 5-3B), while using the key-value combination as characteristics in the
hierarchical clustering process narrows down the potential home area to just one region,
i.e., the close vicinity of Kufstein (Figure 5-3C). The corresponding dendrograms in
Figure 5-3 illustrate the differences in the agglomeration schedule between the three
setups.
Table 5-3 describes how many cases (i.e. pre-defined areas) are part of the
smaller of the two final clusters in the dendrograms (denoting the home region) for
hierarchical clustering applied to edits of nodes and way midpoints using the different
sets of editing information. A dash (-) indicates that no plausible home region could be
identified based on the hierarchical cluster process, which were either disconnected
areas or remote areas with only few points. An example for such as a situation was
provided in Figure 5-3A.
The results provided in Table 5-3 show that editing profiles consisting of core
edits do oftentimes not provide enough information to delineate a primary activity
cluster, both for nodes and ways. Results improved with feature key information used as
characteristics during the clustering process, and were best when using key-value
annotations. The results from the 13 tested contributors showed that core edits of nodes
carry more information to distinguish between home and external regions than ways,
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while this difference could not be observed when using key information or key-value
information
Data Contribution in Home and External Areas
After the areal delineation of the home and external regions, it was analyzed
which editing operations, keys, and key-value pairs characterize these two region types
from each other. This can be assessed separately for node and way features.
For the four successful attempts of areal delineation based on core edits applied
to nodes the analysis revealed that home regions tend to have a higher proportion of
geometry changes and tag additions, whereas in external regions the mappers tend to
primarily add key annotations and geometries, i.e. create new features. An example is
shown in Figure 5-4. Since this editing information leads to successful clustering for only
four out of 13 contributors with nodes and one out of 13 for ways, it can be concluded
that this information alone does not provide the sufficient means to delineate home and
external region.
Some differences in contribution patterns between home and external region
could be observed when considering key attributes of the edited node features. Home
regions showed a higher percentage of edits on amenity, shop and highway key
features (with a few exceptions), and external regions a higher proportion of edits on
man-made features or tourism. Way features had a higher proportion of edits on
features with key building in the home area, and a higher proportion of edits on features
with key highway in external regions.
The distribution of key-value pairs on edited nodes showed distinct patterns
between home and external regions for all contributors, but did not reveal a consistently
preferred feature type for the home or external region. This is because the type of
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collected information depends on the individual interest of the member, and also on the
features available in the mapped regions. The contribution pattern in Figure 5-5 shows a
higher proportion of prominent buildings in the home regions, such as place of worship
or school, whereas the external region shows more contributions for various amenities
such as restaurants and department stores, as well as leisure parks.
For way features more consistent differences in contribution patterns between
home and external regions based on key-value pairs could be observed among the
analyzed contributors. Distribution patterns show a higher proportion of buildings,
whereas the external areas tend to show a higher proportion of edits on highway
features. An example of this mapping behavior is provided in Figure 5-6. A potential
explanation for the higher contributions of buildings in the home region is that when
roads have already been mapped, one of the next types of features to add, which can
even be from satellite images, are buildings (Gröchenig 2012). This task is more
appealing for the home region than for an external region.
To determine whether the proportion of edits in the different categories was
significantly different between home and external regions, a series of chi-square test of
independence was conducted for all successful area delineation results, i.e., for all cells
with a number in Table 5-3. For the test procedure we used the Monte Carlo method
(N=10,000) which provides an unbiased estimation of the p-value. Results of the chisquare tests confirmed that the distribution pattern of edits differ between home and
external region in all delineation processes (p < 0.001), with the exception of one case,
i.e., core edits for nodes for one contributor (p = 0.060).
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Comparison of Cluster Methods
Since providing one’s home region is not required when signing up for an OSM
user account, there is no reference dataset available that provides a contributor’s true
home region. Therefore, the presented areal delineation approach based on the
hierarchical clustering of feature edits was evaluated by comparing the extent of the
identified home regions with those extracted from a previously introduced method based
on a Delaunay triangulation which utilizes the centroids of all changesets created by the
contributor under consideration (Neis and Zipf 2012).
Figure 5-7 overlays the delineation results from both methods for three of the
selected 13 OSM members. The point clouds indicate features in the home area region
based on the hierarchical clustering approach using key-value information. Edits for
nodes are shown in green and those for ways in yellow. The polygons with black outline
show the home activity area resulting from the Delaunay triangulation. Figure5- 7A
shows a case where the two methods give similar results in the areal extent of the home
region (Braunschweig, Germany). This example demonstrates also a good match
between home regions based on node and way edits, respectively. Figure 5-7B
illustrates how the use of key-value information can help to determine a more refined
home area compared to the Delaunay triangulation. While the triangulation polygon
covers an area that is almost identical to that of Luxemburg, the point clouds for nodes
and ways indicate a smaller home area of the contributor in the southwestern region of
Luxemburg, slightly reaching into Belgium and France.
A perfect spatial overlap between the hierarchical cluster method and the
triangulation method cannot be achieved due to the arbitrary choice of k-means cluster
regions in the first step which determines the spatial resolution of the hierarchical
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clustering step. For example, in Figure 5-7C the identified home cluster for nodes and
ways covers Vienna (Austria) and its surroundings whereas the triangulation polygon
narrows the main activity area down to a smaller area covering about the size of a city
district. Thus the choice of the k-means cluster number must balance two conflicting
objectives, which are to aim for a high spatial resolution of the home area (i.e. a high kvalue), and at the same time obtaining a representative editing profile for each k-means
cluster for successful hierarchical clustering afterwards (i.e. avoid clusters with very few
points through choosing a reasonably low k-value). Manual corrections of point
memberships to k-means clusters are an additional method towards achieving both
objectives in the best possible way.
Discussion
In OSM contributor patterns can vary significantly between mapped regions of a
contributor. The two-step clustering method proposed in this paper utilizes editing
information of OSM objects to delineate the home and external region of a contributor. It
provides an alternative to existing delineation methods that identify a home region solely
based on positional information of feature edits. The results have shown that the keyvalue information of edited features can lead to a more accurate delineation of home
areas than core edits or feature keys. A series of chi-square tests of independence
shows a clear distinction in edited features between home and external areas.
Analysis of node edits did not reveal any commonly edited feature type in the
home region among all considered contributors, but indicated that contributors have
individual mapping preferences in their home region compared to the external region.
Way features, however, revealed clearer differences in the editing pattern between both
region types with a higher proportion of building edits in home regions. This may have to
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do with the motivation to map additional features once all roads have been mapped in
the region, which is most likely higher for home than for external regions.
The comparison between the results of the proposed two-step clustering method
and a previously introduced Delaunay triangulation approach showed generally a good
match between identified home areas. While the triangulation method solely uses
geometries as a source, the clustering method allows for more detailed analyses due to
the additional information that is available, such as the edit type or key-value
annotations. This can lead to a more precise determination of the home region. In cases
where the k-means home clusters are too coarse, a manual selection or modification of
pre-defined spatial clusters might be helpful in refining the results.
In summary it can be said that the introduced clustering method helps to
delineate home from external contributor areas, which creates the foundation for future
research that focuses on the interrelation between contributor behavior and quality
assessment.
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Figure 5-1. OSM contributor data processing workflow
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A.

B.

Figure 5-2. Generated k-means clusters for nodes (5 groups) and ways (7 groups - only
5 shown in the visible extent) for a selected OSM contributor
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 5-3. Results of hierarchical cluster analysis using core edits (a) (only one cluster
shown in the visible extent), key (b) and key-value (c) information of edited nodes.
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Figure 5-4. Proportion of core edits for nodes in the home and external region for a
selected OSM contributor
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Figure 5-5. Proportion of selected key-value pairs for node edits in the home and
external region for a selected OSM contributor
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Figure 5-6. Proportion of selected key-value pairs for way edits in the home and
external region for a selected OSM contributor
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 5-7. Results of k-means/hierarchical clustering method and Delaunay
triangulation method for three selected OSM contributors
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Table 5-1. Selected OSM contributors with their activity statistics
OSM
ID
6669

Created Nodes

No. of Changesets

325139

Modified
Nodes
145951

Active Days

2369

No. of
Countries
12

393959

429962

146510

3811

15

82%

479400

917417

164612

4486

13

77%

302363

402783

119269

6915

8

87%

113023

333075

101109

7470

3

56%

139957

779798

338749

14810

11

86%

553735

573133

79008

4577

4

87%

55462

920702

112489

20398

14

84%

155088

774395

299257

16340

7

87%

38220

475366

2090481

21188

4

88%

143266

949472

330927

5946

4

81%

567034

471268

60759

1137

3

84%

467703

340912

200771

2260

11

85%

122

57%

Table 5-2. Operations on features considered for the identification of home and
external region
Operations
Core edits

Attribute changes

Node

Way

Remove tag

x

x

Add tag

x

x

Update tag

x

x

Add primary tag

x

x

Remove primary tag

x

x

Update primary tag

x

x

Add geometry

x

x

Change geometry position

x

Remove node

x

Add node

x

Name

x

x

Address

x

x

Traffic signs

x

Crossing

x

Cycleway

x

Surface

x

Foot

x

Oneway

x

Restrictions motorized

x

General restrictions

x
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Table 5-3. Number of identified k-means cluster groups in home regions
OSM ID

Core Edits

Keys

Key-Values

nodes

ways

nodes

ways

nodes

ways

479400

-

-

2

1

1

1

113023

1

-

1

1

1

1

6669

1

-

1

2

1

2

393959

-

-

-

-

1

1

302363

-

-

-

1

1

1

139957

1

-

1

1

1

1

553735

-

-

1

1

1

1

55462

-

-

-

-

2

1

155088

-

1

1

-

1

1

38220

1

-

-

-

1

1

143266

-

-

1

-

1

-

567034

-

-

-

-

1

1

467703
TOTAL SUCCESS

4

1

7

1
7

1
13

1
12
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CHAPTER 6
POSITIONAL ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF FLICKR AND PANORAMIO IMAGES FOR
SELECTED WORLD REGIONS
Flickr and Panoramio in the Context of VGI
Volunteered Geographic Information (Goodchild 2007b) complements
geographic information that can be extracted from traditional sources, such as earth
imagery or census data. Flickr and Panoramio are prominent examples of Web 2.0
applications which facilitate the sharing of VGI in form of geotagged images. These
photo sharing platforms allow a Web user to upload geotagged images to an application
server, where the geographic position of an image is then visualized on a world map
through a thumbnail image.
Shared photos can be annotated with a variety of metadata, including textual
tags, title, geographic position, and capture time. Since data from photo sharing
platforms are used in a variety of spatial analysis tasks (Girardin et al. 2008, Schlieder
and Matyas 2009, Hochmair 2010, Lu et al. 2010), there is need to assess the quality of
image metadata. The focus of this paper is on the accuracy of tagged geographic
coordinates for Flickr and Panoramio photos, i.e. positional accuracy. Other studies
already explored the quality of textual tag information, including the accuracy of location
tags for Flickr images (Hollenstein and Purves 2010), or the completeness of titles for
Flickr videos (Larson et al. 2011). VGI geotagged images can, for example, be used in
virtual tours to give the user a first visual impression of the area if the images are
sufficiently accurate at the street level. An example is shown for downtown Cologne in
Figure 6-1, which features a local brewery (left image) and the city hall (right image).
This type of geo-application would be particularly helpful in regions where Google Street
View is not available.
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Flickr and Panoramio images, like most Web 2.0 data, are provided by volunteer
Web users with little formal training in geo-spatial mapping techniques, and a regulatory
instance that monitors the data quality of contributed photos is missing. While there are
different aspects of data quality of geographical information, including completeness,
logical consistency, positional accuracy, temporal accuracy, and thematic accuracy
(International Organization for Standardization 2009), this paper assesses the 2D
positional accuracy of Flickr and Panoramio images. It is an extension of an earlier pilot
study which was conducted for selected regions in Europe (Hochmair and Zielstra
2012).
We hypothesize that the following factors influence the positional accuracy of
geotagged images:


Image content (scene type): Images depicting larger areas (e.g. panoramic
images) are less accurately placed than those showing a nearby scene (e.g. a
street building). Possible explanation: The geographic scale is larger for the first
type and the photographer may not be as careful in placing an image of that type
on the map during the upload process.



World region: Positional accuracy varies by world region. Possible explanations:
(a) variation in rate of images that were geo-tagged with GPS equipped cameras
as opposed to manual placement, (b) unfamiliar signs for street names or
unfamiliar road naming systems (e.g. Chinese characters being unfamiliar for
Western tourists) which affects manual dragging of images on digital background
maps during upload, (c) variation in ratio between residents and non-residents
(e.g. tourists) affecting manual image placement on background map.



Data source: Panoramio images are more accurate than Flickr. Possible
explanation: Panoramio attracts a more spatially aware audience.



Peer review: Images that are viewed or commented on more often are more
accurately positioned. Possible explanation: A larger number of views or
comments indicate a more active peer based correction process.
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These hypotheses will be tested through a variety of statistical tests based on the
sample image dataset. Further we quantify the occurrence of one particular type of
blunder, which we call position mismatch error. This error occurs during the photo
upload process if a Flickr or Panoramio user manually drags an image icon to the
position of the photographed object instead of that of the camera on a background map.
Previous Work
Over the recent years, the research community began to explore different ways
to analyze the spatio-temporal information of images found on photo sharing Web sites.
The analyses comprise extraction of travel patterns, identification of image search
behavior, and assessment of data quality, based on spatial and semantic metadata and
image content.
Information from textual tags, i.e., geographic terms, has been used to derive the
location where an image was taken (Serdyukov et al. 2009). Chung and Yoon (2009)
estimate the effectiveness of image tags by investigating to what extent user-supplied
tags are similar or different from search queries on the Flickr Web site, finding that Flickr
tags have their own unique features compared to user queries for image searching.
Chen and Roy (2009) explore temporal and locational distributions of tags from
Flickr photos to detect events, which facilitate photo browsing by events.
Girardin et al. (2008) use spatio-temporal information on Flickr images to
reconstruct people’s movement through Rome, Italy, to identify temporal patterns of
visiting activities for selected locations, such as the Colosseum.Andrienko et al. (2009)
use Panoramio images from Germany to retrieve information about places and people,
including identification of events and joint travels. Schlieder and Matyas (2009) analyze
the popularity of places based on the spatial distribution of Flickr images for four
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European cities, finding that the popularity follows a power law with very few highly
popular locations and a long tail of places that are visited only occasionally. A recent
study found that the density of Panoramio photos is higher along scenic routes than
along shortest routes (Hochmair 2010).
Feature-based geometric matching approaches on the image content have been
applied to place recognition in regions where reference views are provided in a
database (Zhang and Kosecka 2006). This has been used for co-registering online
photographs of landmarks for object-based photo browsing (Snavely et al. 2006) or
scene summarization (Simon et al. 2007). A camera location system developed by
Jacobs et al. (2007) relies on matching images with satellite data. Hays and Efros
(2008) developed a data-driven scene matching approach, including color histograms,
texture, or geometric context, to estimate a distribution over geographic locations from a
single image. Li et al.( 2009) and Crandall et al. (2009) use a multiclass vector support
machine based on visual features, textual tag information, and temporal information to
predict at which popular place (landmark, metropolitan area) an image was taken when
compared to an image database. Li et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2010) developed location
recognition algorithms that use matching primitives between overlapping images to build
3D point models around prominent landmarks from photo collections. The approach
allows for each image the reconstruction of the camera positions in real-world
coordinates if the 3D model is geo-registered. Larson et al. (2011) and Friedland et al.
(2011) combine textual metadata and visual cues to determine the geographic location
of a video (more specifically, of the median frame), using feature matching techniques
with the Flickr image database.
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A few papers tackle directly the problem of positional accuracy of images in
photo sharing services. Hollenstein and Purves (2010) analyzed for 9775 Flickr images
around Hyde Park in London the match between tagged geographic terms and the
geotagged position. Results show that 86% of images tagged “hydepark” were located
either within Hyde Park or on adjacent main roads. Stark (2011) assessed the spatial
accuracy of addresses stored in the OpenAddresses (OA) database through
comparison with address locations in Open Web Mapping Services (OWMS) of Bing
Maps, Google Maps, and Yahoo Maps. Results show that OWMS can help identify
outliers and malicious edits in OA, while small positional errors cannot be detected due
to limited positional accuracy of addresses in the OWMS as a result of different
geocoding algorithms used.
Data and Mehods
Data Sources
The data retrieved for our analysis originated from the two photo sharing Web
sites Flickr and Panoramio. Flickr, created by Ludicorp in 2004 and acquired by Yahoo!
in 2005, underwent a rapid growth within the past seven years. In August 2011 over 6
billion images were hosted on Flickr (Kremerskothen 2011) of which about 3-4% are
geotagged (Flickr 2009), a functionality that was added to Flickr in 2006 (Arrington
2006). One year after the initiation of Flickr, Panoramio, a platform that solely relies on
geotagged images, was launched and acquired by Google in 2007. No current numbers
are published by Panoramio, but back in January 2008 6.8 million geotagged images
were submitted (Taylor 2008).
Both Web sites allow users to create a free account, upload their photos and
provide additional information in similar ways. Due to the plethora of new devices that
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support built-in GPS receivers which obtain the camera position, the number of
geotagged images on both Web sites is rapidly growing. Most devices store a variety of
information such as camera model, focal length, or position in the exchangeable image
file (EXIF) format which can be uploaded to the Flickr and Panoramio portals together
with the image. Some users prefer to add the camera position information manually,
e.g., when obtained from an external GPS device. Further both portals allow the user to
manually drag an image to the corresponding position on a background map during
upload.
The error of a published image position can have a variety of causes. While
using a GPS handheld or built-in GPS receiver might provide accurate 2D-positioning
information with at least three satellites in view, canopy and nearby buildings will
deteriorate this accuracy. Alternatively, geotagging the image manually by dragging it
over a digital background map requires the photographer to be familiar with the local
area the image was taken in, otherwise the camera position may not be correctly
matched with the background map which results in a misloctaed image icon.
The data for our analysis was retrieved through APIs provided by the Panoramio
and Flickr Web sites using PHP. Only images that are declared public by the person
uploading the photos can be downloaded. Both Web sites allow users to assign
uploaded photos to one or several thematic groups which help to specify the content of
the image, besides providing tag information. This additional classification helped us to
filter images for download that were useful for the analysis, i.e. images of outdoor
scenes. Especially in the case of Flickr, where a large percentage of photos show
indoor or close up scenery, applying a filter that only retrieves images from groups such
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as “Architecture” or “Travel Photography” proved to be mandatory. No filter was needed
for Panoramio since the majority of images show outdoor scenes. Figure 6-2 shows a
more detailed overview of the data processing steps conducted prior to the positional
accuracy analysis.
Measurement Procedure and Selection of Image Sample
The positional accuracy is determined through measuring the distance between
the published image position, which is expressed in latitude and longitude, and the
estimated camera position based on image content. The geographic coordinates of an
image are obtained through Flickr and Panoramio APIs, and visualized as point features
in ArcMap (as part of ESRI’S ArcGIS suite). During the data import process to ArcMap,
the URL linking to the photo on the Flickr or Panoramio Web site was also retained and
added as an attribute to the point features. This way, for each mapped image location,
the associated image content could be viewed in a Web browser. Based on the image
content the analysts estimated the camera position on the ArcMap aerial image
background layer and marked it as a new point feature.
Theoretically the zoom level used while taking the image may affect the
estimated camera position. The EXIF file, if available as part of the image metadata,
provides some indirect information relating to the used zoom level, including the focal
length. A larger focal length results in a narrower angle of view and thus a higher
magnification. However, the focal length value varies by photo camera models and is
different for interchangeable lenses, which makes it difficult to derive a zoom level from
a given focal length value in the image metadata. Further, not all images provide these
additional metadata. When analyzing the geometric relationship between photographed
object position, published image position, and estimated camera position for inaccurate
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points, it was found that these three locations were rarely located along a straight line,
indicating that the positional error was not caused by a varied zoom level but some
other factors. Figure 6-3 provides an example for such a situation. The photographed
object is assumed to be in the image center (yellow star), and its true position is
visualized as a star symbol in the map. The yellow circle denotes the posted image
position obtained from the Web, while the red circle denotes the corrected camera
position which was estimated by the analyst with local knowledge from the image
content. The three locations are not located along a line.
For each image, the distance between the imported image position and the
manually corrected camera position was measured in ArcMap along the reference
ellipsoid of the map projection to avoid a distortion of measured distances through the
map projection.
While there are alternative methods to determine the position of the photo
camera during exposure from image content (Li et al. 2008, Li et al. 2010) these
methods are applicable only to areas of high image density with sufficient overlaps, i.e.,
mostly urban areas, which excludes isolated images. Automated extraction of the
camera position for isolated images from the image content alone requires specific
information including camera inclination angle, focal length, measured image
coordinates for three points, and horizontal coordinates in the control system, e.g. in
UTM coordinates (Wolf and Dewitt 2000). Due to these restrictions we use the before
described manual correction method for the camera position of Flickr and Panoramio
images.
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Another concern regarding the estimation of the camera position might be that its
accuracy depends on the distance between photographed object and the photo camera.
However, most images that captured distal objects also have some foreground
information in the image, which allows an analyst to determine the photographers
position based on the image content typically within a few meters. An example is again
Figure 6-3 with a nearby road in the foreground providing visual clues for assessing the
camera position.
The previously described GIS based measurement task of error distances was
performed by the two authors of this paper and 21 graduate students enrolled in a
graduate GIS course at University of Florida’s Geomatics program who received partial
course credit for completion of the task. All participating students had previous
experience with ArcGIS. Many of the participants come from an international
background and are thus familiar with locations outside Florida. Before preparing
images for distance measurements for the participants, each student provided us with
two small geographic areas he or she was particularly familiar with, allowing us to
expand the study area to 45 areas in ten different countries around the world. Table 6-1
lists the analyzed areas in the different regions with the numbers of images retained for
final analysis.
For each indicated region, images were downloaded through the APIs from both
data sources (Flickr and Panoramio), from which 25 images were randomly selected
and their geotagged positions prepared as point shapefiles. This resulted in a total of
2300 images to be analyzed. After completion of the task, students returned a list of
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measured distances for each image analyzed. Images for which participants could not
determine the corrected camera position were excluded from further analysis.
Before the statistical distance analysis, 82 photos provided through bulk-upload
were removed, since this causes a systematic error in camera positions. Bulk-upload
can be easily identified as images taken by the same photographer with identical
geotagged coordinates. Bulk-upload removal should also be conducted when including
shared geotagged images in geo-applications where the camera position is relevant.
Further, only images located near streets and footpaths, i.e., within a 60 m buffer were
analyzed, since these could be most readily used for routing and navigation related geoapplications. Finally the authors went through each individual image to check the error
distances measured by the participants. For each image we attempted to verify the
correct camera position based on geotagged image position, aerial image of the
surrounding area, image content, and the analyst's provided error distance. If provided
error distances were small (<100m), and the image content did not match with the
corrected camera position of the participant based on information from aerial images or
Google Street View, we either removed the image from analysis if we could not identify
the photographed object (and therefore the corrected camera position), or we remeasured the error distance between geotagged position and the corrected camera
position otherwise. For larger reported error distances (>100m) the exact distance was
checked (and re-measured if necessary) if the photographed object and the corrected
camera position could be identified on the aerial image and/or Google Street View,
otherwise the provided distance was used. We applied the 100m threshold because
within this particular small radius the corrected camera position could usually be easily
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verified on satellite images or Google Street View (and the associated measurement be
corrected or removed), while for larger error distances the verification of the camera
position was more difficult due to the larger radius around the geotagged position.
Finally 1433 images were retained for further analysis. All participants were advanced
GIS users, familiar with their chosen test area. They were therefore assumed to
complete the camera positioning task at a comparable accuracy.
Figure 6-4 visualizes the locations of analyzed images that were listed in Table 61, while Figure 6-5 provides an example of a more zoomed view to one of the areas, in
this case published positions of Flickr and Panoramio images analyzed for Cologne,
Germany.
Accuracy of Imagery Base Layers
The chosen approach of distance measurements is based on the assumption
that the camera position can be accurately determined (within a few meters) from the
image content and marked on an aerial or satellite base map layer in ArcMap. As
Haklay (2010) points out, a basic problem in desk based quality assessment of any
spatial dataset is the selection of the reference dataset. In our case, the reference
dataset is the satellite background map, upon which corrected camera positions are
mapped by the analyst in ArcMap, and which are also used by photographers who
upload and manually drag their images on top of the satellite background map provided
with the photo sharing platforms.
Panoramio, owned by Google, provides a background map to geotag images
based on the Google Maps API. It provides options to switch between map and satellite
view, which many internet users are familiar with (Figure 6-6). High-resolution Geoeye
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satellite images were available for all tested regions, and some areas were
supplemented with Sanborn orthophotography images.
Flickr, owned by Yahoo, relies on the Yahoo Maps API which also provides high
resolution Geoeye satellite images for all tested areas. Besides satellite and map view it
also offers a hybrid option that combines satellite images with a transparent road map.
However, the Flickr interface does not allow such a detailed zoom level as Panoramio,
which could cause images to be placed inaccurately. Figure 6-7 shows the maximum
zoom level in Flickr for the main building of the University of Bonn, Germany, while
Figure 6-6 shows the same area in Panoramio already zoomed in more closely with
even more zoom levels left.
For the distance measurement and the mapping of a the photographer’s camera
position on a background map the accuracy of the background map itself plays a role,
since a shift of the ArcMap imagery base map relative to the map which was used by a
Flickr or Panoramio user to manually pinpoint an image location would bias distance
readings. The same would be caused by a shift between the geodetic datum of GPS
coordinates obtained from a mobile device and the geodetic datum used for the ArcMap
base map. In this study, the corrected camera position was mapped on different
imagery base maps in different geographic regions in ArcMap. The accuracy of the two
different available base maps in ArcMap, which consists of a Bing Maps Aerial layer,
and a composite layer of 30cm/60cm/15m resolution imagery combined with world
imagery from different sources including GeoEye, is not published. This is also true for
basemaps used in Flickr and Panoramio. Therefore we quantified the apparent point
shift for selected points with given coordinates between three map service layers, which
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are the two ArcMap imagery layers and Google Earth. Since Google Earth, Panoramio,
and Flickr rely on similar satellite imagery sources the shift between ArcGIS base layers
and Google Earth would indicate an inherent systematic positional error in our analysis
caused by a relative shift between background maps used for manual image placement
during upload (Flickr, Panoramio) and analysis (ArcGIS).
For Europe, some of the tested areas (Rome, Florence and Vienna) showed a
shift of seven to ten meters between the Bing Maps Aerials imagery and the World
Imagery in ArcMap while other areas did not show a shift. Similar shifts could be found
between the World Imagery and Google Earth, while Bing Maps did not show any shift
errors in comparison to Google Earth.
A similar magnitude of horizontal shifts could be observed for selected areas in
the US, ranging from zero to eight meters between the World Imagery and Bing Maps in
ArcMap, from three and seven meters between the World Imagery and Google Earth,
and no shift observed between Bing Maps and Google Earth.
Tested areas in Latin America showed a shift of up to five meters between the
two ArcMap data sources, with an exception of the Dominican Republic revealing a
difference of up to 20 meters. Relative to Google Earth the World Imagery layer
revealed errors between five and ten meters, while Bing Maps showed no shift errors in
two of the three tested areas, the only exception being Guatemala with an error of up to
ten meters.
For the Asian continent tests were conducted in three countries. No noticeable
shift was observed between the two ArcGIS base maps and Google Earth for Iran and
India. For China a shift of up to ten meters could be observed between the two ArcMap
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sources, and also between Google Earth and the World Imagery base map, while Bing
Maps and Google Earth showed no shift. In summary, most relative shifts were well
within a range of 10 meters.
Image Classification
All images were manually grouped by the authors into nine different scene types
based on the image content (Table 6-2). This was to test the hypothesis that the type of
image content affects the positional accuracy of a photo.
Position Mismatch Error
Some images were found to be misplaced due to one particular blunder when an
image is manually placed on the Flickr or Panoramio base maps. A position mismatch
error occurs if the Flickr or Panoramio user places the image at the location of the
scene that was photographed, instead of dragging the image over the camera position.
This is not necessarily due to a user’s fault; however Flickr and Panoramio request
images to be placed at the camera position. Panoramio added this recently as part of its
uploading instructions. Figure 6-8 illustrates an example of this error. The right part
shows the image content from the Flickr Web site. This picture was clearly taken from
the bridge to the south-west of the castle, as indicated by the lower arrow in the left part
of the figure. However, the published image location is (incorrectly) placed on top of the
castle (upper arrow).
Analysis of Positioning Errors
Descriptive Statistics
Table 6-3 provides descriptive characteristics of observed error distances,
number of images (N), and number of individual photographers (P) for Flickr and
Panoramio, separated by world region and scene type. Since measured error distances
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are not normally distributed but skewed to the right, median error distances are reported
in the table. The sample size of analyzed images is largest for scene types Street
building and Landmark with one exception for Latin America. The table shows that most
images were taken from different photographers. This means that observed differences
in median distances between scene types, regions, or data sources (in reference to
hypotheses 1-3) would not be caused by the bias of a specific photographer, but by the
corresponding factor under consideration.
The table shows a few apparent patterns. Considering all analyzed images from
each world region, median distances associated with Flickr are larger than those for
Panoramio (right most column). This pattern can also be observed when analyzing
differences between Flickr and Panoramio separately for each scene type, with only two
exceptions out of 32 comparisons. The histograms in Figure 6-9 show the distribution of
error distances for the different world region-data source combinations using a
logarithmic scale on the abscissa, and relative frequencies on the ordinate. In
accordance with results from Table 6-3, a higher relative frequency at low error
distances can be observed for the Panoramio images compared to Flickr. Further, the
histograms show some noticeable differences in shape between world regions,
especially for the Flickr dataset, e.g., a fatter right tail for Latin America compared to
other regions.
Assuming that the assessment of the corrected camera position is possible within
a few meters, it can be seen that this error source is smaller than most reported
measured error distances. One exception are Panoramio images for Europe with a
median error of zero meters, indicating that participants apparently rated a camera
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position assessed through image content as correct (0 error distance) even if it was
slightly off the geotagged position.
Effect of Scene Type
Due to the skewed distribution of the observed error distances the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was applied to test for differences in median distance
values between scene types. To increase the sample size, images from all world
regions were included in the tests. However, to avoid potential bias on median distance
through overrepresentation of images from a specific world region for a scene type, the
same numbers of images from a world region were used across compared scene types.
Mann-Whitney tests were conducted for all pairwise scene type comparisons and for
each data provider. Levels of significance for differences in median distances between
scene types in Flickr are provided in Table 6-4 (not adjusted for multiple comparisons).
Parentheses indicate that the median distance for scene type in the column header is
larger than for the one in the row header, otherwise the reverse is the case.
Some patterns can be observed. Images of scene type Street view have smaller
median error distances than all other scene types and can therefore be considered most
accurate. For Bridges medians are higher than for all other scene types but for one.
For Panoramio, the same type of analysis gives less pronounced results (not
listed in a table for brevity). Median distances for Street buildings were smaller than for
all other scene types, whereas bridges had higher median distances than six other
scene types. While the number of differences that are significant at a 5% level of
significance is small both for Flickr and Panoramio, this can at least for some scene
types be most likely attributed to the small sample size and the lower power of the test
resulting thereof.
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Effect of Region
To assess the effect of region on positional photo accuracy, a comparison of
median distances between the four regions was made for each scene type separately
since positioning accuracy could be affected by scene type. Levels of significance for
the pairwise comparison of median distances between the four geographic regions are
provided in Table 6-5 for Flickr and in Table 6-6 for Panoramio. Results are only
reported for scene types that show a significant difference in at least one region
comparison. Parentheses indicate that the median distance for the region in the column
header is larger than that for the region in the row header, and p-values in italics
indicate a tie in median error distance.
For the six scene types analyzed in Table 6-5 images from North America show
most often significantly lower median error distances in pairwise comparison than any
other world region. Europe shows significantly lower median distances than Asia and
Latin America for three scene types, and Street views in Asia show significantly better
accuracy than for Latin America.
With Panoramio images (Table 6-6), Europe shows for each of the five scene
types presented a significantly smaller median distance than at least one other region.
Further it has significantly shorter distances than all other three regions for scene type
Street building.
Some potential explanations for regional differences were given earlier. The
currently available data limits their further exploration. For example, an EXIF file may
contain metadata about a camera model, but it does not provide a coordinate source
tag, so that the influence of GPS tagged versus manually tagged images on position
accuracy cannot be assessed.
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Effect of Data Source
Table 6-7 shows the level of significance for differences in median error distance
between Panoramio and Flickr for selected scene types, classified by world region. A
hyphen indicates that no comparison was possible for a given object type (no sample
data available), and a p-value in italics indicates a tie in median error distance. All listed
median error distances are larger for Flickr than for Panoramio with the one exception
for scene type Street view in Asia. Reported p-values and the clear pattern of arithmetic
signs for median differences in Table 6-7, together with descriptive statistics from Table
6-3 demonstrate that Panoramio images have generally a better positional accuracy
than Flickr images in all tested world regions.
The difference in accuracy between the two data sources could be explained by
the types of images both services host. While Flickr allows users to upload images
without specifying their geographic location, Panoramio requires geotagging information
during the upload process. Panoramio users could also be motivated by the fact that
some Panoramio images are featured in Google Earth. However, to be considered for
Google Earth and to participate in a monthly contest on Panoramio itself, the images
need to be accurately geotagged and of good quality. Thus, Panoramio seems to attract
a community of users that is more spatially aware and interested in mapping than the
Flickr community.
Effect of Views and Comments
Panoramio allows any registered user to suggest a new position for a misplaced
photograph. Although the API does not provide information about coordinates edits a
photo underwent, the number of photo views and user comments can be read from the
Panoramio Web site. To test for an association between the number of views and
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comments and the positional error of an image, we grouped images that belonged to
the same scene type and world region category into two bins, i.e. one containing
images with a number of views below or equal the median number of views (or number
of comments, respectively) in that category, and one with image views or comment
above the median. Next a Mann-Whitney test for two samples was used to test whether
the median of error distances was different between images in the two bins. In the total
of 54 tests that included at least one image in each bin (29 tests for views and 25 tests
for comments), only one difference was found to be significant at a 5% level
significance, which is less than the 2.7 expected false positives with this design setup.
Thus hypothesis (4) needs to be rejected.
Position Mismatch Error
Table 6-8 lists the number of position mismatch errors (#F) for each data source,
world region, and scene type. The relative error rate (%F) is computed as (#F/N) x 100,
where N is the total number of images analyzed for a given category. The percentage
numbers in the right-most column show that the error rate is approximately balanced
between Flickr and Panoramio data sources and also between world regions while
relative frequencies vary across scene types.
A series of Fisher’s exact tests was conducted on 2x2 contingency tables to
identify a potential association of relative error rates with scene type after controlling for
world region and data source. Results in Table 6-9 (Flickr) and Table 6-10 (Panoramio)
show world regions where differences in relative error rates were significant.
Parentheses in the table are used as before. If no position mismatch error was
observed in any of the two compared scene types, the p-value (1.000) is printed in italic.
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Flickr images in Europe that depict statues had higher mismatch error rates than
the other scene types (Table 6-9). Thus Flickr users locate their images of statues more
often over the position of the photographed object than for other scene types. In North
America a similar effect was observed for scene type Street building both for Flickr
(Table 6-9) and Panoramio (Table 6-10). Further, scene type Bridge showed for
Panoramio data in North America a higher error rate than most other categories (Table
6-10). Except for bridges the higher position mismatch error rates did not seem to result
in a higher positional error for scene types Street building and Statue. A possible
explanation is that the distance error caused by a position mismatch error for street
buildings and statues is small, since these objects are being photographed from nearby
locations, as opposed to bridges which extend over larger areas.
Discussion
This study examined the 2D positional accuracy of Flickr and Panoramio images
for various scene types in four different world regions. The most noticeable effect on
accuracy could be attributed to data source, where Panoramio images were found to be
more accurate for most scene types, possibly because of a more geospatially aware
user community in the case of Panoramio. The identified positional accuracy of Flickr
with median error ranges between 46 meters (North America) and 1606 meters (LatinAmerica), support findings from Hollenstein and Purves (2010) that the precision and
accuracy of user generated data are high enough to describe city neighborhoods. As
opposed to this, the positional accuracy of Panoramio, with medians ranging between 0
and 24.5 meters for Europe and Asia, respectively, is of the same magnitude as the
width of roads, so that the photographed scene will closely describe the true scenery
observed at a position with the published photo coordinates in the physical world.
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Further, pairwise comparison of positional accuracies between world regions,
controlled for scene type and data source, showed some influence of geographic
location on position accuracy. A possible reason for these differences could be a
varying percentage of images that were taken with GPS equipped units in the different
regions, which cannot be definitely answered since metadata do not show the source
positioning (GPS vs. manual positioning). It could also be caused by a higher
percentage of tourists in certain regions compared to residents, and in particular
tourists’ unfamiliarity with street naming conventions when they drag an image on top of
a background map during the upload process.
Some effects of scene type on positioning accuracy were observed both for Flickr
and Panoramio, where street related features (buildings, street view) were found to be
more accurately mapped than other features, with bridges having lowest accuracies.
Results presented in this paper are based on a moderate sample of images.
Therefore the results might not be representative for all areas where Flickr and
Panoramio images are available. Nevertheless the study gives insight into the
magnitude of the spatial accuracy of these VGI point data sources. For future work,
techniques of automated camera positioning from image content (Li et al. 2008, Li et al.
2010) could be applied in high photo-density areas, for example, around prominent
landmarks, to expand the geographic range for analyzing image positioning accuracies.
Further, one could assess how photo density in a given area is associated with
positional accuracy. It is possible that existing photos in a place might affect how
subsequent users manually place another photo at the same location on a digital
background map.
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Figure 6-1. Virtual tour of a predefined route
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Figure 6-2. Flickr and Panoramio data processing workflow
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Figure 6-3. Mapped positions of geotagged image, camera (corrected), and
photographed object
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Figure 6-4. Analyzed areas
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Figure 6-5. Visualization of selected published Flickr and Panoramio photo positions in
Cologne, Germany
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Figure 6-6. Manual geotagging in Panoramio
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Figure 6-7. Manual geotagging in Flickr
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Figure 6-8. Position mismatch error
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Figure 6-9. Distribution of error distances for Flickr and Panoramio images
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Table 6-1. Number of Flickr and Panoramio images analyzed for different world regions
Region

Country
China

Asia
India
Iran
Austria
Europe

Germany
Italy
Dominican Republic

Latin America

Guatemala
Paraguay

North America

USA

City/Town
Beijing
Qingdao
Shanghai (North)
Shanghai (South)
Bangalore
Hyderabad
Tehran (East)
Tehran (West)
Vienna
Zell am See
Bonn
Cologne
Florence
Rome
Puerto Plata
Santiago de
los Caballeros
Guatemala City
Asuncion (East)
Asuncion (West)
Atlanta, GA
Austin, TX
Belfast, ME
Cocoa Beach, FL
Coral Springs, FL
Crystal Coast, NC
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Fort Pierce, FL
Gainesville (East), FL
Gainesville (West), FL
Helen, GA
Jacksonville Beach, FL
Jacksonville (North), FL
Jacksonville (South), FL
Key West, FL
Miami, FL
New York, NY
Orlando, FL
Palm Bay, FL
Panama City Beach, FL
San Diego, CA
Sarasota (East), FL
Sarasota (West), FL
St. Augustine, FL
Tallahassee, FL

TOTAL
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Flickr
21
17
16
4
17
7
16
10
22
19
23
13
15
14
7
14

Panoramio
18
17
18
18
18
19
19
19
20
17
25
20
10
13
9
18

17
7
16
19
21
6
9
15
7
6
7
19
20
1
12
17
17
20
20
18
19
17
12
22
19
12
13
16
639

24
21
17
25
20
18
11
17
9
14
18
24
24
9
24
24
12
24
22
17
16
17
14
17
17
17
23
21
794

Table 6-2. Scene types and their definitions
Scene type
Street building

Description
building close to streets (e.g. store)

Landmark

building with special character or meaning (e.g. city hall) taken from close vicinity

Distal landmark
Street view
Natural panorama
Urban panorama
Square
Statue
Bridge

landmark visible from far away (e.g. light house)
intersections, view along street
panoramic view of natural landscapes (e.g. bay)
panoramic view of urban landscapes (e.g. city skyline)
squares and plazas (e.g. St. Peter’s Square)
nearby statues, sculptures, monuments and signs
bridge for any transportation mode
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Table 6-3. Descriptive characteristics of error distances (in meters)

Asia
Europe

ALL

Latin America

Bridge

North America

Statue

Panoramio

Square

Flickr

Urban
panorama

Panoramio

Natural
panorama

Flickr

Street view

Panoramio

Distal
landmark

Flickr

Landmark

Panoramio

Street
building

Flickr

N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max
N/P
Mdn
Min
Max

20/19
175
0
3832
47/45
23
0
1359
22/22
49
0
1410
27/24
0
0
430
11/9
1531
0
14861
35/23
17
0
215
112/88
31
0
20250
169/147
15
0
2650

50/42
72
0
9700
49/47
26
0
743
28/24
55
0
2227
34/33
0
0
4870
24/20
67.5
0
3619
16/14
23.5
0
135
78/72
66.5
0
2931
68/68
26
0
21000

6/6
764
7
7082
3/3
64
0
156
6/6
25.5
0
4800
1/1
40
40
40
1/1
2059
2059
2059
2/2
16
0
32
16/14
94.5
0
21800
14/14
13
0
503

9/9
0
0
100
11/11
35
12
2223
4/4
0
0
252
9/9
0
0
78
2/2
7766.5
5792
9741
19/19
16
0
465
22/18
28
0
225
57/54
10
0
1966

1/1
48996
48996
48996
1/1
26
26
26
13/13
250
0
48000
10/10
91.5
0
2270
6/6
3100
43
10422
4/4
0.5
0
81
24/23
64
0
1853
26/26
8
0
143

10/10
291.5
9
1549
13/12
0
0
314
1/1
1491
1491
1491
4/4
0
0
0
3/2
75
63
373
1/1
0
0
0
45/42
40
0
1328
29/29
37
0
41362

2/2
1637
416
2858
0/0
10/10
68
0
606
9/8
0
0
103
8/7
1681
10
4001
4/4
31.5
0
207
7/7
46
0
1987
5/5
27
4
87

10/9
115
0
3222
21/18
19
0
386
17/16
35
0
476
11/11
0
0
508
6/6
453.5
15
14864
8/8
5
0
41
46/42
33.5
0
24595
62/58
10.5
0
226

0/0
1/1
10
10
10
5/5
315
108
2619
0/0
0/0
0/0
14/13
85.5
0
2474
24/22
23
0
445

108/98
234.5
0
48996
146/138
24.5
0
2223
106/101
58.5
0
48000
105/100
0
0
4870
61/53
1606
0
14864
89/75
16
0
465
364/319
46
0
24595
454/423
15
0
41362

P = Number of individual photographers
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Table 6-4. p-values of median distance comparison between different scene types for
Flickr
Bridge

+

Statue

.087
.209
**
.007
-

Square

Street
View

(.539)
(.150)
-

Urban
Panoram
a

Distal
landmark

.523
-

Natural
panorama

Landmark

Street
building
Street building
Landmark
Distal landmark
Street View
Natural panorama
Urban Panorama
Square
Statue
Bridge
*
**
+
p < .05, p < .01, p < .10

(.152)
(.136)
.520
(.140)
-

(.658)
*
(.035)
.812
**
(.001)
(.261)
-

(.531)
(.173)
.445
(.116)
.881
(.724)
-

.870
(.968)
.186
**
(.007)
.212
.399
.229
-

(.081)
+
(.070)
(.245)
*
(.015)
(.203)
.780
(.134)
+
(.086)

+

-
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Table 6-5. p-values of median distance comparison between different world regions for
Flickr
Street Building
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Street View
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Natural Panorama
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Urban Panorama
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Square
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Statue

Asia
-

Europe
*
.027
-

Latin America
(.133)
**
(.003)
-

North America
**
.002
(.974)
**

.002
-

Asia
-

Europe
.825
-

Latin America
*
(.036)
(.133)
-

North America
(.103)
(.283)
**
.007
-

Asia
-

Europe
.143
-

Latin America
.286
(.106)
-

North America
+
.080
.249
**
.002
-

Asia
-

Europe
(.364)
-

Latin America
.217
.500
-

North America
*
.014
*
.043
.437
-

Asia
-

Europe
+
.061
-

Latin America
(.889)
**
(.006)
-

North America
.222
.962

Asia
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
*
**
+
p < .05, p < .01, p < .10

+

.054
-

Europe
*
.040
-

Latin America
(.792)
+
(.087)
-

North America
*
.021
(.768)
*

.045
-
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Table 6-6. p-values of median distance comparison between different world regions for
Panoramio
Street Building
Europe
**
.007
-

Latin America
.536
*
(.034)
-

North America
.306

Europe
+
.054
-

Latin America
.634
(.378)
-

North America
(.933)

Asia
-

Europe
*
.025
-

Latin America
*
.037
(.468)
-

North America
*
.013
(.214)
.981
-

Asia
-

Europe
.202
-

Latin America
.571
1.000
-

North America
(.159)
**
(.008)
(.267)
-

Asia
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
*
**
+
p < .05, p < .01, p < .10

Europe
*
.020
-

Latin America
+
.093
(.600)
-

North America
(.177)
.108
(.380)
-

Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Landmark
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Street View
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Urban Panorama
Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America
Statue

Asia
-

Asia
-
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(.020)
.706
-

*

*

(.047 )
(.514)
-

Table 6-7. p-values of median distance comparison between Panoramio and Flickr for
different scene types
Asia
Street building
Flickr
Landmark
Flickr
Street view
Flickr
Natural panorama
Flickr
Urban panorama
Flickr
Square
Flickr
Statue
Flickr
Bridge
Flickr
*

p < .05,

**

p < .01,

+

Europe
Panoramio
**
.000
Panoramio
**
.000
Panoramio
*
(.020)
Panoramio
1.000
Panoramio
**
.003
Panoramio
‒
Panoramio
**
.003
Panoramio
‒

Latin America
**

.007

*

p < .10
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**

.000

+

North America
**

.000

**

.028

.062

.825

.010

.114

.446

.019

.006

.400

.500

.951

.133

.016

.122

.008

.005

‒

‒

.082

*

**
**

.020

**

.755
**
+

Table 6-8. Position mismatch errors found in Flickr and Panoramio
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Asia
Europe
Latin America
North America

Bridge

Panoramio

10
1
10
13
1
8
1
0
0
4
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
45
3
7
29
0
0

Statue

Flickr

1
0
0
1
0
0
13
0
0
10
0
0
6
1
17
4
2
50
24
1
4
26
0
0

Square

Panoramio

9
0
0
11
0
0
4
0
0
9
0
0
2
0
0
19
0
0
22
3
14
57
2
4

Urban
Panorama

Flickr

6
0
0
3
1
33
6
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
16
2
13
14
1
7

Natural
panorama

Panoramio

50
8
16
49
8
16
28
4
14
34
4
12
24
2
8
16
3
19
78
7
9
68
7
10

Street View

Flickr

20
3
15
47
10
22
22
3
14
27
1
4
11
2
18
35
5
14
113
30
27
169
26
15

Distal
landmark

Panoramio

N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F
N
#F
%F

Landmark

Street
building

Flickr

2
0
0
0
0
0
10
3
30
9
1
11
8
1
13
4
0
0
7
1
14
5
1
20

10
1
10
21
3
14
17
8
47
11
3
27
6
1
17
8
1
13
46
4
9
62
3
5

0
0
0
1
0
0
5
1
29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
1
7
24
4
17

Total

108
13
12%
146
23
16%
106
19
18%
105
9
9%
61
7
11%
89
11
12%
365
52
14%
454
44
10%

Table 6-9. p-values for Fisher’s exact test analyzing position mismatch errors for Flickr
Natural
panorama

Urban
Panorama

Square

Statue

Europe

Street View

(1.000)
-

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

.279
1.000

1.000
1.000

(.346)
(.351)

(.033)
*
(.034)

*

(1.000)
(1.000)

-

1.000

1.000

1.000

(.250)

(.058)

+

(1.000)

-

1.000

1.000

(.131)

1.000

(.506)
(.068)

+

-

(1.000)

(1.000)

(1.000)

(.448)
-

1.000
(.360)
-

-

Statue

.280
(.687)

.016
.677

.005
.745

.676
(.513)

.018
1.000

.1851
1.000

(1.000)

.553

.599

(1.000)

.643

1.000

.336

.386

(1.000)

.673

1.000

(1.000)

(.407)

(.654)

(1.000)

-

(.450)

(1.000)

(1.000)

.522

1.000
1.000

*

-

**

Bridge

Square

Urban
Panoram
a

.355
(.647)
-

Natural
panorama

-

(.278)

Street
View

**

.003

(1.000)
**

Distal
landmark

Landmark

Street
building

North America

(.004)

-

Street Building Landmark
Distal
Landmark
Street View
Natural
Panorama
Urban
Panorama
Square
Statue
Bridge
*
**
+
p < .05, p < .01, p < .10

Bridge

Distal
landmark

-

Landmark

Street
building
Street building
Landmark
Distal
Landmark
Street View
Natural
Panorama
Urban
Panorama
Square
Statue
Bridge

*

-

-
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Table 6-10. p-values for Fisher’s exact test analyzing position mismatch errors for
Panoramio

North America

.017
.992
.326
.548

(.574)
(.450)
(.468)
(.226)

.042
.330
.565
(1.000)

(1.000)
(.469)
(.633)
+
(.060)

1.000

(.161)

(.552)

(.046)

-

(.147)

(.549)

(.036)

.272

1.000
(.091)

*

*

.029
.184
.350
1.000
-

Bridge

Statue

*

Square

.019
.179
.488
-

Urban
Panorama

.697
1.000
-

Natural
panorama

Street
View

.227
-

Distal
landmark

Landmark

Street
building
Street Building
Landmark
Distal Landmark
Street View
Natural
Panorama
Urban
Panorama
Square
Statue
Bridge
*
**
+
p < .05, p < .01, p < .10

*

-

-
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*
*

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the conducted case studies have shown that VGI can be a
valuable source of information for a plethora of projects and applications. Based on the
findings of the studies, the main hypothesis of the dissertation, that VGI can
complement proprietary data sources and in consequence improve the usability of
selected routing applications, was successfully proven for selected regions and cities.
The shortest path evaluation in Chapter 2 has shown that the length of the
generated pedestrian route is affected by the completeness of the underlying dataset.
Especially for pedestrian oriented cities with plazas, pedestrian paths and alleys, such
as Berlin and Munich, the choice of the dataset greatly affects the length of shortest
paths. OSM data provide a free and relatively comprehensive alternative for cities
where commercial pedestrian datasets are not yet available. For all cities analyzed in
the US and Germany, OSM data resulted in shortest paths for pedestrians showing one
of the strengths of VGI.
The pedestrian accessibility to transit station analysis in Chapter 3 highlighted
that the integration of pedestrian-only segments can lead to a more realistic assessment
of service areas when compared to using networks that contain only streets that are
passable by cars. The maximum service area growth rates for most US and European
cities were found when implementing OSM datasets during the analysis. Two
exceptions could be identified (Atlanta and Chicago) for which the proprietary NAVTEQ
datasets showed the best results. Especially for pedestrian oriented cities with plazas,
pedestrian paths and alleys, the choice of the pedestrian-only data set greatly affects
how computed service areas will change and OSM data can provide a free and
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relatively comprehensive option for cities where commercial pedestrian data sets are
not yet available.
The evaluation of data imports to OSM in Chapter 4 revealed that the imported
data is mostly not being improved or updated by the volunteers. The conducted
longitudinal analysis of OSM and TIGER/Line development over the past few years
found that the imported 2005 TIGER/Line dataset was outdated and erroneous,
whereas recent efforts by the US Census Bureau led to a significant improvement of
TIGER/Line road data in 2010. A re-import of more recent TIGER/Line data would result
in the same classification errors which occurred during the initial import. This would
mean the loss of user corrections that were applied to road classification tags in OSM
over the recent years. Just this fact alone makes a new TIGER/Line data import to OSM
highly impracticable. The data analysis also revealed that especially network data for
motorized traffic is inaccurate or missing in OSM when compared to current TIGER/Line
data, independent of state or Urbanized Area.
In Chapter 5 the areal delineation of contributor home areas based on data
contributions was introduced. In OSM contributor patterns can vary significantly
between mapped regions of a contributor. The two-step clustering method proposed
utilized editing information of OSM objects to delineate the home and external region of
a contributor. The results have shown that detailed key-value information of edited
features can lead to a more accurate delineation of home areas than core edits or
feature keys. The comparison between the results of the proposed two-step clustering
method and a previously introduced Delaunay triangulation approach showed generally
a good match between identified home areas.
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Finally, Chapter 6 evaluated the positional accuracy of geotagged Flickr and
Panoramio images for various scene types in four different world regions, revealing that
Panoramio images were found to be more accurate for most scene types, possibly
because of a more geospatially aware user community in the case of Panoramio. The
study gave a first insight into the magnitude of the spatial accuracy of these VGI point
data sources The identified positional accuracy of Flickr support prior findings
(Hollenstein and Purves 2010) that the precision and accuracy of user generated data
are high enough to describe city neighborhoods. As opposed to this, the positional
accuracy of Panoramio, is of the same magnitude as the width of roads, so that the
photographed scene will closely describe the true scenery observed at a position with
the published photo coordinates in the physical world.
In conclusion, it can be said that VGI has developed into a valuable and accurate
source of information for selected world regions and cities. However, it needs to be
noted that the retrieved information has to be evaluated for each individual case study
and project. The heterogeneous pattern in VGI data quality does not allow for a general
statement whether VGI can substitute or improve proprietary or governmental datasets
in all cases. It also remains to be seen whether major problems in VGI projects, such as
missing address information in OSM, can be resolved in the near future. The
development over the next few years will also show if VGI will sustain itself in the realm
of geodata or if the long term motivation of the volunteers will become a major problem
for platforms such as OSM.
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